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ABSTRACT

Conventional wisdom assumes that human subjects participating in medical research face significant risk of pain, disability, and death. In fact, evidence suggests that, in the aggregate, research subjects fare as well therapeutically as patients with similar conditions not participating in clinical trials. Research subjects do, however, face unappreciated risk of intangible harm, even if not physically injured. Such intangible hazards include frustrated access to investigational technology, affront to dignitary interests, and participation in a study that fails to disseminate meaningful data in order to advance medical knowledge. This Article considers whether the intangible hazards faced by subjects should be cognizable to a greater degree. A more flexible approach has considerable advantages, including strengthening the needed respect for subjects as persons with individual dignity, remedying problematic informed consent, policing opportunistic conduct in the investigator-subject relationship, and promoting trust in research, an independent, socially important goal. At the same time, providing more robust remedies for a much wider range of intangible harm claims, while appealing for these reasons and for ethical considerations, remains difficult to reconcile with current case law doctrine and regulatory approaches, threatens to deter useful research activity, and poses numerous pragmatic problems as a legal matter, such as defining boundaries for such claims. This Article balances the competing considerations and concludes by arguing for a limited expansion in recognizing research subjects’ intangible harm claims. One application is to address particularly problematic enrollment encounters where question exists whether a subject understood she participated in research at all. A second, related area would use broader intangible harm remedies to address abandonment hazards, such as when investigators and research sponsors readily frustrate and potentially
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exploit subjects’ assumptions regarding study terminations and continued access to experimental technology. Similarly, subjects may be wrongfully abandoned, even if not physically injured, when the study fails to contribute to general medical knowledge through the public dissemination of research results. Such conduct forsakes and deserts subjects by disrupting their reasonable expectations and disregarding their considerable personal investments in clinical trials. Such conduct also raises serious concerns for the research enterprise generally, thus warranting greater recognition and sanction as legally cognizable harm.
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INTRODUCTION

Medical research with human subjects is booming. Private sector funding has more than tripled since the mid-1980s, alongside generous...
federal support,\(^2\) resulting in billions of dollars spent on clinical trials each year.\(^3\) The staggering number of investigations, approximately sixteen thousand to twenty thousand studies conducted annually, continues to grow in size and overall complexity.\(^4\) More than nineteen million individuals are estimated to have enrolled in medical experiments,\(^5\) with more than two million participating each year.\(^6\)

By some accounts, this explosive increase in research activity should be cause for alarm. While clinical trials contribute to the improvement of therapeutic care, experimentation presents unknown hazards.\(^7\) Bioethics and health law emphasize research subject protection as essential to the appropriate conduct of medical experimentation.\(^8\) Yet, recent subject deaths at leading academic medical centers, such as the University of Pennsylvania\(^9\) and Johns Hopkins University,\(^10\) have


\(^5\) Dan Vergano, Drug Trial Deaths Go Unreported, USA Today, Nov. 8, 2000, at 12D.

\(^6\) See Mariner, supra note 3, at A25 (referring to 2001 data). Some clinical trial activity estimates are even higher. CenterWatch, a patient advocacy group, reports that eighty thousand clinical trials have been conducted annually. See Michael D. Lemonick & Andrew Goldstein, At Your Own Risk, Time, April 22, 2002, at 46. And Adil Shamoo, a University of Maryland bioethicist, suggests that approximately twenty million subjects were enrolled in clinical trials in 2001. See id.


\(^9\) In 1999, Jesse Gelsinger died after participating in a gene therapy study at the University of Pennsylvania. Numerous problems with oversight of the trial were later identified, including that investigators enrolled him in the study although he did not meet the criteria for eligibility, alleged failure to inform Gelsinger about previous subjects’ deaths and the death of animal subjects that had received the technology, and alleged failure to tell him about the investigator’s and University’s financial interest in the experimental technology. See generally Jesse A. Goldner, Dealing With Conflicts of Interest in Biomedical Research: IRB Oversight as the Next Best Solution to the Abolitionist Approach, 28 J.L. Med. & Ethics 379, 379 (2000); Sheryl Gay Stolberg, The Biotech Death of Jesse Gelsinger, N.Y. Times Mag., Nov. 28, 1999, at 136.
significantly shaken public confidence. Critical government reports have concluded that the current monitoring system suffers from patchwork coverage and lacks sufficient resources, leaving subjects exposed to danger. Indeed, the research enterprise endures a painful crisis period. At this critical juncture, a common refrain is that “all research subjects deserve better protection.”

But protection from what exactly? Of the more than two million research subjects enrolled in clinical trials each year, how many really experience harm? And what kinds of harm? Lost in the general debates about “research subject protection,” an elusive and vague concept, has been a sufficiently serious consideration of the extent and different types of harms faced by research subjects. Current academic commentary features robust discussion of duties and rights arising in medical experiments. One must be careful not to skip over such necessary threshold questions. But it is also of paramount importance to focus more attention on pragmatic questions of injury and redress, evaluating the different hazards that research subjects actually face and what they realistically can do about them. Reversing the ordinary order of analysis helps to make overlooked subject harm more visible, forcing reconsideration of the appropriateness and practical availability of remedies for such risks.

Accordingly, this Article delves into the harm problem in detail. It explores the issue from the much misunderstood and increasingly controversial vantage point of intangible harm. A research subject faces a range of serious potential hazards that may materialize even if

10. In 2001, Ellen Roche, a healthy subject, died after participating in a Johns Hopkins University trial studying the effects of nebulized hexamethonium on the physiology of asthma. Numerous problems were identified with oversight of the trial, including the use of boilerplate consent forms that failed to mention that the Food and Drug Administration had not yet approved the drug and that failed to mention the drug’s pulmonary toxicity. See generally Bette-Jane Crigger, What Does It Mean to “Review” a Protocol?: Johns Hopkins & OHRP, IRB: ETHICS & HUM. RES., July-Aug. 2001, at 13, 13–15.


12. See Robert J. Levine, Institutional Review Boards: A Crisis in Confidence, 134 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 161, 161 (2001) (“There is a sense of crisis in the country about the effectiveness of the nationwide system that protects the rights and welfare of human research subjects.”).


participation in the experiment has not made the subject any therapeutically worse off than if she had not enrolled. Such hazards ordinarily do not generate economic loss directly traceable to physical injury caused by the experimentation. This harm includes not only emotional distress, but also lost opportunity costs, destruction of trust and confidence in the research process, clinical trial abandonment, affront to dignitary interests, breach of confidentiality, invasion of privacy, loss of meaningful choice about use of one’s body as an experimental object, participation in a study that fails to disseminate trial data in order to advance medical knowledge, and frustrated access to perceived cutting-edge therapy. This Article refers to such risks collectively as “intangible hazards” or “intangible harm.”

Conventional wisdom, fueled by coverage of recent medical research scandals, assumes that experimental subjects confront significant risk of pain, disability, and death. Yet, the degree of physical harm experienced by research subjects is likely overstated. One recent estimate suggests that approximately five thousand subjects die each year in federally funded trials, with tens of thousands more suffering injuries. But such conclusions seem suspect and unreliable. First, many research subjects enroll in trials when already ill, making it difficult to distinguish between natural disease progression and research-related interventions as the cause of their later injuries. Second, no uniform reporting system exists for adverse events across federally and privately funded trials, making calculation of subject injury and death rates nearly impossible.

Despite the problematic data, a likely conclusion is that a considerable number of research subjects fare as well or better therapeutically as patients with similar conditions receiving ordinary

15. Standard medical malpractice doctrine distinguishes between compensatory “economic” damages (lost wages, medical care costs, rehabilitation costs, and other directly related out-of-pocket expenses arising from the physical injury) and compensatory “noneconomic” damages (for subjective injuries such as pain and suffering, familial losses, and anguish). See Catherine M. Sharkey, Unintended Consequences of Medical Malpractice Damages Caps, 80 N.Y.U. L. REV. (forthcoming May 2005). In this Article the term “intangible harm” is used to describe primarily the noneconomic damage component, if viewed from the perspective of a medical malpractice claim. Of course, research subjects may assert non-tort claims as well. Hence, this Article uses the broader term “intangible harm.” This term is intended to have a wider application than emotional distress alone. This definition covers harms that are hard to quantify or view tangibly through physical manifestation, as well as harms not readily traceable to direct economic loss or out-of-pocket remedial costs. This definition would, for example, include claims of injury arising from breach of trust and confidence that the subject places in the investigator and the research enterprise generally, even if the loss of trust or confidence does not result in emotional distress.


17. See Lemonick & Goldstein, supra note 6, at 46; Barbara A. Noah, Bioethical Malpractice: Risk and Responsibility in Human Research, 7 J. HEALTH CARE L. & POLICY 175, 176 (2004).
medical care. For example, the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments’s comprehensive review of federally funded research projects, from both radiation- and non-radiation-related disciplines, determined that most studies posed only minimal risks of harm. Others have speculated that the aggregate amount of injuries arising from medical research pales in comparison to total physical harms caused by more mundane activities such as walking. Further, the emergence of improved technologies and techniques for managing experimental subjects suggests that whatever the physical risk from research participation, clinical trial safety is improving. A recent retrospective review of Phase 1 clinical trials of cancer drugs, considered the most dangerous phase of testing, concluded that, over a twelve year period, the odds of research subject death from an experimental intervention dropped to less than ten percent of the earlier likelihood. Moreover, some studies suggest the existence of a “trial effect,” under which subjects in clinical trials fare better therapeutically than similarly situated patients not participating in research.

This evidence raises an interesting challenge for research subject

18. Part of the reason why research may not present significantly greater dangers than ordinary medical care is that the distinction between experimentation and standard therapeutic care has become increasingly blurred, as ordinary medical care includes a great deal of innovation and trial and error testing by individual physicians. See generally Noah, supra note 4.


21. The Food and Drug Administration reviews drugs by stages of clinical testing. Phase 1 studies determine levels of tolerance to establish safe dosage levels. If deemed nontoxic, a drug passes into Phase 2, where it is tested to demonstrate efficacy and relative safety. Phase 3 studies involve expanded controlled and uncontrolled clinical trials. See 21 C.F.R. § 312.21 (2005).


23. See e.g., John D. Lantos, The Inclusion Effect in Clinical Trials, 134 J. PEDIATRICS 130 (1999). The trial effect applies to individuals receiving experimental treatment, as well individuals receiving standard therapy as “control” subjects on a protocol. Potential reasons for a trial effect include the more careful monitoring that research subjects receive, the fact that investigators follow well-defined protocols that have received the input of numerous experts, a placebo effect in which the subjects believe they are receiving cutting-edge and therefore better care, and a possible selection bias in which subjects more responsive to interventions are selected for inclusion in clinical trials. See id. Others state the “trial effect” may not be well supported as the data from many studies does not allow for a good comparison between research participants and nonparticipants. See, e.g., Jeffrey M. Peppercorn et al., Comparison of Outcomes in Cancer Patients Treated Within and Outside Clinical Trials: Conceptual Framework and Structured Review, 363 LANCET 263 (2004) (noting, however, that no studies show a “negative” trial effect in which research participants generally experience worse outcomes).
protection. If the current oversight system, however deficient, apparently works crudely but well enough to safeguard subjects’ physical health at levels seemingly no worse than that enjoyed by patients outside of medical experiments, then the experience of research subjects needs to be contextualized further. A sincere commitment to research subject protection requires taking a harder look at the intangible harm side of the equation.

What should happen when research subjects may have been “wronged even if not injured?” The issue is ripe for discussion. Thorny questions of how to account for intangible harm arising from research currently challenge the courts, regulatory agencies, and legislatures. In several recent lawsuits, subjects have raised relatively novel allegations about violation of “dignitary rights.” Other recent disputes have involved subjects’ seemingly incongruous claims of harm arising from study terminations that denied them access to experimental technology apparently proven ineffective. Meanwhile, concerns continue to be raised about the failure of research sponsors to disseminate clinical trial results, conduct likely associated with intangible harm as it causes no physical injury butflagrantly breaches the implied covenant with subjects that their participation helps future patients by improving medical knowledge.

Currently, subjects principally concerned with such intangible harm face limited opportunity for relief. This Article explains how the legal and regulatory framework strains to adequately address intangible hazards experienced by research subjects. This Article further asks what, if anything, the law should do about it.

Some immediate qualifications are warranted. First, this Article does not rehash the long-standing debates in tort law about recovery for physical injury in contrast to the limited or no-duty rules applicable to claims for pure emotional and pure economic harm. Tort law’s general conservative approach to emotional harm recovery explains, in part, the inability of research subjects to obtain relief for various hazards when not made physically worse off as a result of the research. But the harm considered in this Article is broader than simply emotional distress, as it includes intangible hazards that can develop even without serious mental anguish, such as affront to dignitary interests, loss of trust in the research process, or participation in research that does not yield publicly

25. See infra Part III.A.
27. See infra Part V.B.2.
available results. Second, the question of how to account for intangible hazards occurs in many areas and is hardly confined to medical research. 28 However, the unique context of medical experimentation presents special challenges, in light of the high priority of research subject protection as a matter of bioethics and health law, the social importance of medical innovation, and further demonstrated by recurring, problematic research controversies involving intangible harm.

Third, this Article is intentionally limited to consideration of intangible hazards experienced by individual research subjects. Claims of group-based injuries, such as genetic research that may yield results damaging to the social reputation and economic standing of various ethnic or racial groups also raise interesting questions of intangible harm, 29 but these disputes involve distinct, complex issues of group identity and authority beyond this Article’s intended scope.

Part I of this Article provides an overview of the medical research enterprise and the legal background, noting the law’s ambiguous, vague record of demonstrated concern about intangible harm, and further explains how a changing research environment has created new apprehension about experimental subjects and intangible hazards. Part II discusses the traditional limited liability for research activities involving intangible harm. Part III examines a new wave of research-related litigation in which plaintiffs have attempted—with limited success—to overcome the traditional barriers to relief for intangible hazards. It also discusses other recent cases in which subjects with compelling cases of intangible harm have largely failed in recovering more conventional damages, suggesting the need for new approaches.

Part IV asks whether the intangible hazards faced by subjects should be cognizable to a greater degree. A more flexible approach has considerable advantages, including strengthening needed respect for subjects as persons with individual dignity, remedying problematic informed consent, policing opportunistic conduct in the investigator-


29. For example, members of the Havasupai Tribe recently sued Arizona State University researchers alleging that blood samples taken from them for a diabetes study were used for additional, unauthorized research regarding schizophrenia, inbreeding, and population migration. They asserted that the schizophrenia and inbreeding investigations stigmatized the tribe and that the migration research challenged their religious origin story. See Complaint, Havasupai Tribe v. Arizona State Univ., No. 04-CV-1494 (D. ARIZ. 2004). See also Charles Weijer, Protecting Communities in Research: Philosophical and Pragmatic Challenges, 8 CAMBRIDGE Q. HEALTHCARE ETHICS 501 (1999); Pilar Ossorio & Troy Duster, Race and Genetics: Controversies in Biomedical, Behavioral, and Forensic Sciences, 60 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 115 (2005).
subject relationship, and promoting trust in research, an independent, socially important goal. At the same time, providing more robust remedies for a wider range of intangible harm claims, although appealing for these reasons and for ethical considerations, remains difficult to reconcile with current case law doctrine and regulatory approaches, threatens to deter useful research activity, and poses numerous pragmatic problems as a legal matter, such as defining boundaries for such claims.

Part V balances the competing considerations and concludes by arguing for a circumspect expansion in recognizing research subjects’ intangible harm claims, either through common law actions or through regulatory mechanisms. It discusses representative scenarios, appropriately limited in scope. One application is to address particularly problematic enrollment encounters, regardless of whether physical harms materialize, where a question exists as to whether a subject understood that she participated in research at all or failed to understand, at the most basic level, how study protocols operate in conflict with desires for access to care and individually tailored treatment. A second, related area would use broader intangible harm remedies to address abandonment hazards. This contemplates situations where experimental goals of the study protocol, or pure business objectives of the trial sponsor, lead to egregious disregard of already enrolled subjects’ legitimate interests in more than physical safety. For example, investigators and sponsors can readily frustrate and potentially exploit subjects’ inaccurate assumptions regarding the duration of the experiment, proper reasons for terminating the study, and continued access to investigational technology. Similarly, subjects may be wrongfully abandoned, even if not physically injured, when the study fails to contribute to general medical knowledge through the public dissemination of research results. Such conduct forsakes and deserts subjects by disrupting their reasonable expectations and disregarding their considerable personal investments in clinical trials. Such conduct also raises serious concerns for the research enterprise generally, thus warranting greater recognition and sanction as legally cognizable harm.

I. OVERVIEW OF THE MEDICAL RESEARCH SYSTEM AND LEGAL BACKGROUND

Medical research with human subjects, a highly regulated endeavor, implicates various ethical standards, common law obligations, and numerous statutory and regulatory requirements. The ethical standards, rather broad and open-ended, provide some support for the need to
safeguard subjects from intangible hazards. However, this commitment is not mirrored in clear law or regulation, as a review of the major components of the current oversight system reveals an ambiguous, vague record regarding the law’s concern with subjects’ experience of intangible harm. At the same time, the changing research environment suggests new reasons for concern about intangible hazards in medical experiments.

A. Commonly Recognized Ethical Standards: Nuremberg Code and Declaration of Helsinki

In the aftermath of World War II, the Nuremberg Military Tribunal drew public attention to atrocious actions by Nazi physicians performed under the guise of scientific research. In deciding charges against the Nazi investigators of war crimes and crimes against humanity, the judges identified ten basic principles, known as the influential “Nuremberg Code,” to provide ethical guidance for medical research with human subjects. The Nuremberg Code (the Code) emphasized the need for voluntary consent and minimization of suffering and injury for the subjects involved.30 While the Code urged researchers to design experiments “to avoid all unnecessary . . . mental suffering and injury,”31 it did not otherwise expressly discuss dignitary or other intangible harms to research subjects.

The Nuremberg Code responded to research with healthy subjects, as had been performed in many of the Nazi experiments. Many U.S. physicians perceived the Code as inapplicable to much of their research that involved ill subjects who might benefit from the experiment.32 As an alternative, and partially in response to reports of ongoing research abuses, the World Medical Association adopted the Declaration of Helsinki (the Declaration) in 1964.33 The Declaration applied broadly to therapeutic and nontherapeutic research. It similarly emphasized the need for informed consent and harm minimization. However, the Declaration went further than the Nuremberg Code in expressly discussing the need to respect research subjects’ intangible interests.

30. See Nuremberg Code, 2 Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council Law No. 10 (1949) ¶ 1, 7, reprinted in INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD: MANAGEMENT AND FUNCTION, supra note 8, at 490–91.
31. Id. ¶ 3.
33. See World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki, reprinted in INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD: MANAGEMENT AND FUNCTION, supra note 8, at 499–500.
The Declaration states that researchers have a duty to protect the “life, health, privacy, and dignity of the human subject.”34 In addition, the Declaration urges investigators to respect subjects’ right to “safeguard their integrity,”35 and calls on investigators to minimize a study’s impact on each subject’s “physical and mental integrity and on the personality of the subject.”36

B. Commonly Recognized Ethical Standards: The Belmont Report

The influential “Belmont Report, released in 1978 by the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, identifies commonly understood ethical guidelines for research with human subjects.”37 The Belmont Report discusses three fundamental ethical principles: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice.38 Of the three guiding principles, the respect-for-persons concept provides the strongest support for recognizing intangible harms because this principle incorporates aspects of personal autonomy, capacity for free will and choice, and an emphasis on “the basic human dignity in everyday life.”39 Thus, research that debases subjects, overrides their free choice, or otherwise affronts their sense of individual personhood and dignity, even if physical injury is not caused, seemingly raises serious concerns under the Belmont Report guidelines.

Further, the Belmont Report states that all research with human subjects should have a favorable risk/benefit assessment.40 In determining whether research presents acceptable risk/benefit tradeoffs, the Belmont Report expressly contemplates that subjects need protection from many types of harms, including intangible hazards:

Many kinds of possible harms and benefits need to be taken into account. There are, for example, risks of psychological harm, physical harm, legal harm, social harm, and economic harm, and the corresponding benefits. While the most likely types of harm to research subjects are those of psychological or physical pain or injury, other possible kinds should not be overlooked.41

34. Id. § B.10.
35. Id. § B.21
36. Id.
37. See BELMONT REPORT, supra note 8.
38. See id.
39. See Harold Y. Vanderpool, An Ethics Primer for IRBs, in INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD: MANAGEMENT AND FUNCTION, supra note 8, at 5.
40. See BELMONT REPORT, supra note 8, at 494–95.
41. Id. at 497.
Unfortunately, the Belmont Report is written at a considerable level of generality, as it tries to incorporate consensus views about commonly agreed upon principles from among many different philosophical traditions and ethical perspectives. As such, the Report does not develop many concepts to a great degree of specificity. For example, while the Report evidences concern about dignitary injuries to participants, it does not tackle harder practical questions such as the precise source of a research subject’s dignitary interests, what types of injuries count as an affront to dignitary interests, and whether some dignitary harm can be tolerated to advance other interests.

C. Current Federal Research Regulations, Agency Guidelines, and the Oversight System

Following the directive for additional regulations on medical experimentation in the National Research Act of 1974 and the recommendations in the Belmont Report, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued substantially revised research regulations in 1981. The new rules more broadly reiterated previous agency guidelines that investigators obtain local institutional review board (IRB) approval for research protocols. IRBs are research review committees organized within academic institutions, comprised of scientists and layperson community members. The new regulations also renewed a requirement that investigators seek informed consent of research subjects. These general provisions have continued, without significant change, to the present.

Clinical trials involving human subjects that are funded in whole or in part by HHS generally require IRB review. The IRB evaluates whether the research presents acceptable risks and whether informed consent procedures are followed. Industry-funded clinical trials testing drugs and devices for FDA approval also generally require IRB review along the same lines. For a small subset of studies, such as where physicians

46. See 21 C.F.R. §§ 50.1, 56.103.
conduct research in their private medical clinics and are not affiliated with a larger academic medical center, review is performed not by a local IRB but by a non-institutional review board, sometimes referred to as an “independent review board.”\(^{47}\) The monitoring system, largely dependent on the work of local IRBs, is ultimately overseen by the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) within HHS, as well as by the FDA, and each agency conducts a limited number of on-site audits.\(^{48}\) However, some research remains completely unregulated under the federal rules. This includes nonfederally funded studies not seeking FDA approval for a drug or device, such as privately financed investigations into new surgical techniques.\(^{49}\) Further, several states have enacted statutes regulating experimentation, but these laws are more limited in application and may be preempted in certain instances by the federal regulations.\(^{50}\)

1. Informed Consent Requirements

The federal regulations on research informed consent do not expressly mention the need to disclose to subjects that dignitary or other types of intangible harm may occur. Indeed, the regulatory requirements for risk disclosure are remarkably silent on what types of risk ultimately require discussion. The regulations simply state, in catch-all language, that informed consent means providing the subject with a description “of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts . . . .”\(^ {51}\) When serious, non-physical risks, such as mental distress or potential problems with insurability or loss of confidentiality, are likely to materialize, then arguably these hazards fall within the open-ended regulatory category of foreseeable harms. Accordingly, failure to apprise a subject of likely

---

47. Independent review boards operate outside of medical centers. They offer their review services to investigators who may not have a relationship with a local IRB or academic medical center, such as when the research is conducted in private physician offices. See Office of Inspector Gen., Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., Institutional Review Boards: The Emergence of Independent Boards i-ii (1998).


49. See Ethical and Policy Issues in Research Involving Human Participants, supra note 32, at 12.


51. 45 C.F.R. § 46.116(a)(2); 21 C.F.R. § 50.25(a)(2) (emphasis added). See also 45 C.F.R. § 46.116(b)(3); 21 C.F.R. § 50.25(b)(3) (requiring that, when appropriate, subjects be told about “[a]ny additional costs” that may result from research participation).
intangible harm technically violates the consent regulations. However, specific identification of such harm in advance becomes difficult for many intangible hazards precisely because of their intangible nature.\footnote{52}

2. IRB Review

The regulations provide that an IRB may approve a protocol only if it determines, among other requirements, that risks are minimized through sound research design and risks are reasonable in light of the anticipated benefits\footnote{53}. Unfortunately, similar to the informed consent provisions, the IRB review regulations fail to provide clear guidance on the issue of intangible harm. The IRB rules do not further define the types of intangible risks that IRBs should focus on, if at all, other than mentioning the need to look for adequate privacy and confidentiality protections\footnote{54}. The regulatory provisions neither expressly mention nor preclude discussion of other intangible hazards\footnote{55}. Apart from the regulations, less formal guidance from OHRP contemplates a role for IRBs in evaluating certain non-physical risks, such as stress, feelings of guilt, and other psychological harm\footnote{56}. Similarly, the guidance encourages IRBs to remain sensitive to risks of breach of subject confidentiality, particularly with regard to sexual activity, drug use, or mental illness, as this can lead to stigma and embarrassment, and accompanying social or economic harm\footnote{57}.  

\footnote{52. The regulations also provide a catch-all requirement for renewed disclosures to already participating subjects by requiring that subjects be told about “significant new findings developed during the course of the research which may relate to the subject’s willingness to continue . . . .” 45 C.F.R. § 46.116(b)(5); 21 C.F.R. § 50.25(b)(5). Thus, this regulatory provision provides an additional, albeit rather convoluted, hook on which to hang possible intangible harm claims when investigators fail to make new disclosures about continued participation and intangible hazards. See also infra notes 290–92 and accompanying text.}

\footnote{53. 45 C.F.R. § 46.111.}


\footnote{55. The only limitation, in an attempt to restrain potentially open-ended IRB review of risks and benefits, is an instruction that IRBs should not consider “long-range effects of applying knowledge gained in the research . . . .” 45 C.F.R. § 46.111(a)(2). This would involve, for example, IRB consideration of the public policy implications of applying the research results.}


\footnote{57. See id.
IRB responsibilities do not end with initial review. They conduct continuing reviews of previously approved research projects at least once a year, receive adverse event reports regarding unanticipated complications with research subjects, and they have the authority to shut down studies that lead to unexpected serious harm. These provisions certainly contemplate a vigilant role for IRBs in monitoring ongoing trials. They do not, however, provide more helpful guidance as to what intangible hazards, if any, should trigger IRB intervention.

D. Uncertain Legal Claims to “Dignitary Rights”

Recognition of a dignitary right for research subjects could be a promising vehicle for bringing various claims for intangible harm relief, as dignitary concerns may arise independent of physical injury and even emotional distress. Whether research subjects have a viable, enforceable legal claim to be treated with dignity remains unclear. Several commentators assert that research subjects have such a right based on more general assertions of inalienable rights, without providing a concrete legal source for recognizing such claims.

A number of possible sources might, individually or in the aggregate, provide the foundation for a subject’s legal right to dignity. As noted, medical ethics standards such as the Nuremberg Code and Helsinki Declaration provide support for safeguarding the intrinsic dignity of subjects, apart from issues of physical injury. However, ethics and law often diverge. It is debatable whether the Nuremberg and Helsinki provisions are anything more than aspirational ethical guidance. Several United States courts have been reluctant to find the international ethical guidelines legally binding in domestic private actions filed by aggrieved research subjects.

58. See 45 C.F.R. § 46.109(e).
59. See 45 C.F.R. § 46.103(b)(5); 21 C.F.R. § 56.108(b).
60. See 45 C.F.R. § 46.113.
62. See Samuel Hellman & Deborah S. Hellman, Of Mice But Not Men: Problems of the Randomized Clinical Trial, 324 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1585, 1587 (1991) (“The right to be treated as an individual deserving the physician’s best judgment and care, rather than to be used as a means to determine the best treatment for others, is inherent in every person. This right, based on the concept of dignity, cannot be waived.”); Richard W. Garnett, Why Informed Consent? Human Experimentation and the Ethics of Autonomy, 36 CATH. LAW. 455, 488 (1996).
63. See, e.g., Robertson v. McGee, No. 01-CV-60-C, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4072, *9 (N.D. Okla. Jan. 28, 2002) (“This Court agrees with other jurisdictions which have found that there is no private right of action for an alleged violation of international law for the protection of human research
Domestic bioethical principles, reflected in the Belmont Report, regarding autonomy and respect for persons also support recognizing dignitary claims of subjects. These principles caution against merely using subjects as means to the end goals of the study. Similar considerations would infer a research subject’s right to dignity as arising from a patient’s common law right of self-determination in medical decisionmaking. This common law right safeguards not only patients’ physical health but also arguably advances their intrinsic worth as independent moral agents. However, few courts so far have followed such reasoning to clearly recognize a research subject’s right to remedy for affronts to dignity alone.

Claims of a research subject’s right to dignity also potentially implicate constitutional rights, at least when the research involves state action through governmental actors. Courts have found that the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive due process guarantee protects a research subject’s right to bodily integrity. Constitutional protections for bodily integrity might similarly be found to more broadly encompass a right to be treated with dignity. Cases under the Fourteenth Amendment protecting personal decisions relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, and education arguably protect choices implicating not only personal autonomy but also dignity. Similarly, subjects have argued that the Fifth Amendment’s

subjects under the Declaration of Helsinki and the Nuremberg Code.

But see In re Cincinnati Radiation Litig., 874 F. Supp. 796, 821–22 (S.D. Ohio 1995); Grimes v. Kennedy Krieger Inst., 782 A.2d 807 (Md. 2001) (finding an investigator has a special duty to protect subjects and basing the duty on several different sources, potentially including the Helsinki Declaration and Nuremberg Code).


65. The seminal case articulating this concept is Schloendorf v. Society of New York Hospital, 105 N.E. 92 (N.Y. 1914). Judge Cardozo’s opinion stated that “[e]very human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body . . . .” Id. at 93.

66. See, e.g., In re Cincinnati Radiation Litig., 874 F. Supp. at 810–11 (involving plaintiffs who were exposed to radiation by the Department of Defense and were not told that the exposure was part of a military experiment rather than treatment of their cancers).

67. See Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851 (1992). For example, in United States v. Stanley, which involved a former soldier’s suit against the Army for LSD exposure, Justice Brennan’s dissent concluded that the military acted so egregiously in conducting unauthorized research on the plaintiff that it violated the basic tenets of the Nuremberg Code, failed to treat the subject with dignity, and could trigger constitutional violations. 483 U.S. 669, 708 (1987) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (lamenting that the soldier, treated as a mere experimental object, “will receive no compensation for this indignity” and further stating that “[s]oldiers ought not be asked to defend a Constitution indifferent to their essential human dignity”). See also id. at 708–09 (O’Connor, J., dissenting) (noting that the principles of the Nuremberg Code had been violated by unknowing and involuntary experimentation and commenting that the Constitution affords due process protections against such actions).
guarantee of liberty for all citizens creates an obligation, in research settings involving government actors, to treat subjects with a minimum level of dignity. 68

Despite these theoretical bases for constitutionalizing a dignity right for certain research subjects, the lower courts have thus far displayed reluctance to recognize such claims without clearer guidance from the United States Supreme Court. Plaintiffs asserting constitutional rights to dignity in recent research litigation, where the intangible harm claim was distinct from claims to bodily integrity, have generally not been successful. 69

E. A Changing Research Environment

A dramatically changing research environment has renewed concern about insufficient protection of research subjects. In this critical period, the research system faces new, significant challenges in not only safeguarding subjects from physical injury, but also addressing risk of serious intangible hazards.

1. Commercialization

The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which allows universities to retain title to intellectual property derived from research supported by the federal government, has spurred numerous, complex financial arrangements between academic medical centers, investigators, and industry for developing and commercializing new medical discoveries. 70 Additionally, private industry now sponsors a far greater number of clinical trials than in previous decades. 71 As a result, today’s research

68. See, e.g., Second Cause of Action, Complaint, Steubing v. Kornak (N.D.N.Y. March 18, 2003), available at http://www.sskrplaw.com/gene/steubing/complaint.pdf. That lawsuit arose from cancer drug trials conducted at Stratton Veteran Affairs Medical Center Hospital in which subjects alleged that defendants, among other actions, enrolled subjects who did not meet study protocol criteria and failed to follow study protocol procedures designed to monitor and safeguard the subjects.


71. See Kuszler, supra note 1, at 118–22.
environment is significantly more “entrepreneurial.” In this period of increased commercialization, financially conflicted medical centers and investigators may be tempted to side-step research subject protection, particularly regarding easily overlooked intangible hazards. Financial conflicts of interest may also exacerbate intangible harm by eroding trust in clinical research generally, as well as engendering perceptions of subject betrayal and exploitation for other parties’ commercial aims.

2. IRB Workload Strain and Continuing Review Problems

The dramatic increase in the number of clinical trials presents an additional stress factor for the research system. The upswing in clinical trial activity means that the typical IRB has more work to do for approving and monitoring protocols. An IRB review system with such capacity strain is bound to have serious errors and failures, particularly regarding easily overlooked intangible hazards.

IRBs face daunting time and resource constraints and will likely look to physical injury as a crude proxy for any problems with a study. The federal regulations lack specificity in instructing IRBs what to look for, and even what documents to examine, in performing the critical continuing review function. Because of such vague and open-ended guidance, intangible harm may receive little attention. For example, one IRB member told HHS investigators that in performing continuing reviews he looks to see if a patient died on the protocol; if there is no subject death, the IRB member stated that he generally probes no further. A further troubling aspect of IRB continuing review is that it involves minimal presence in the field. Intangible harms may be very

---


75. See OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS., INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS: THEIR ROLE IN REVIEWING APPROVED RESEARCH 7 (1998); Saver, supra note 44, at 657–60.

76. See Hoffman, supra note 61, at 733.

77. See INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS: A TIME FOR REFORM, supra note 11, at 6.

78. See id.; Hoffman, supra note 61, at 733.
hard to detect or understand from mere paper review of ongoing research protocols.

3. Increased Subject Demand for Research Access

Potential research subjects have become quite savvy and determined in demanding opportunities to participate in clinical trials. This results in part from the larger access problems confronting the U.S. health care system. Patients without adequate, and in some cases any, health insurance coverage may view participation in research as their only effective way for receiving care other than sporadic treatment in an emergency room. Moreover, powerful research advocacy groups influence the views of potential subjects. Advocacy organizations for persons with illnesses such as HIV/AIDS and breast cancer have been politically effective in procuring research funding for their respective diseases. This success has come in part to portraying to the public that study participation is the best way to obtain state-of-the-art medical care. These advocacy groups may be contributing to unrealistic expectations of benefit among seriously ill patients, encouraging subjects to enroll in clinical trials of increasing risk and uncertain benefit.

Given the changing demands of potential subjects, monitoring bodies’ attempts to provide rigorous review of proposed studies and to reduce risk of intangible harm may not always be welcome. Many subjects likely view such oversight as not protecting them, but blocking desired opportunities for receiving cutting-edge care. Concerns about protecting research subjects from intangible harm and potential exploitation do not fit well with a primarily access-focused model of

80. See generally REBECCA DRESSER, WHEN SCIENCE OFFERS SALVATION: PATIENT ADVOCACY AND RESEARCH ETHICS (2001). Understandably, potential subjects may view investigational trials as their only hope of obtaining access to cutting edge therapy. For example, for pediatric cancer patients, state-of-the-art therapies may be practiced to a large degree only within the confines of clinical trials. See Nancy M.P. King, Defining and Describing Benefit Appropriately in Clinical Trials, 28 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 332, 339 (2000) (noting that pediatric patients with advanced cancer have limited opportunities for interventions of any sort outside of experimental studies). With other diseases, however, researchers may contribute to subjects’ seemingly uncritical access demands. In interacting with patients, investigators may discount or minimize alternative ways that individuals can access new technologies and procedures without enrolling in a trial. See Jerry Menikoff, The Hidden Alternative: Getting Investigational Treatments Off-Study, 361 LANCET 63 (2003).
81. See DRESSER, supra note 80.
II. TRADITIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES INVOLVING INTANGIBLE HARM

Research subjects encounter numerous difficulties in bringing claims for experimentation-related injury, hurdles above and beyond what any patient must navigate to recover for injuries arising during ordinary medical care. When research subjects seek redress for intangible harm, these difficulties are compounded. This Part examines some of the more likely types of claims available to subjects and reviews the many barriers complicating recovery for intangible hazards.

A. Battery

Battery claims provide redress for an offensive and unconsented touching. Thus, a subject bringing a battery action technically does not have to allege physical injuries. Battery constitutes a legal harm not for any physical pain inflicted but for offending a reasonable sense of personal dignity.

Despite the historical origins of malpractice claims in battery, the modern trend is to apply negligence principles to address harms arising in the doctor-patient relationship. Even cases alleging dignitary injuries because of offensive touching have been more often treated as negligence actions, involving informed consent rules, rather than cognizable battery claims. Battery actions in regular medical care

84. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §§ 13, 18 (1965).
86. Interestingly, the early common law cases involving research subjects did not distinguish the disputes from ordinary malpractice actions. Experimental therapy that differed from standard care was often presumed careless or reckless and physician-investigators faced quasi-strict liability for any damages the patient experienced. See generally Jesse A. Goldner, An Overview of Legal Controls on Human Experimentation and the Regulatory Implications of Taking Professor Katz Seriously, 38 St. Louis U. L.J. 63, 71–74 (1993) (providing a thorough overview of the early research harm cases). A good many of these earlier cases applied the tort doctrine of battery. See id.
87. See, e.g., Lug enbuhl v. Dowling, 701 So. 2d 447, 453, 455–56 (La. 1997). In Lug enbuhl, a patient sued a physician who allegedly agreed to use a surgical mesh in repairing the patient’s hernia, but proceeded to operate on the patient without the surgical mesh. No strong evidence was presented that the physician breached the standard of care in not using a surgical mesh or that the physician’s actions caused a substandard medical outcome. The case seemingly presented a favorable situation for asserting battery because of the unconsented touching resulting from a clear disregard of the patient’s wishes. But the court rejected battery-based liability. It instead found an informed consent violation and awarded five thousand dollars in damages based not on physical injury but on harm involving
remain limited today, confined to egregious situations of offensive, unconsented touching, such as when the alleged medical procedures differed significantly from what the patient consented to. Thus, battery currently offers few opportunities for research subjects seeking relief, save for the rare situations when subjects receive no disclosures regarding the research aspects of the encounter.  

B. Negligent Design/Implementation of Protocol

To bring a successful malpractice claim of ordinary negligence, a patient must prove that the physician owed him a duty and breached that duty by providing treatment below the applicable standard of care, thus causing compensable damages. The analogous claim in the research context is negligent design or negligent implementation of the experimental protocol. This presents many challenges for the plaintiff, including difficulty in identifying what the relevant standard of care should be. While custom helps define the standard of care for ordinary malpractice cases, it becomes more difficult to establish in the research setting. Because research activities often involve cutting-edge interventions that in fact represent a departure from therapeutic custom, generalizations from one setting to the other may not be appropriate and require considerable speculation. Considerable good-faith differences of opinion exist within the research community and different practices are followed, evidenced, for example, by the considerable variability in IRB determinations of acceptable risk/benefit ratios for study protocols.

Accordingly, subjects’ chances of a successful claim improve greatly not by centering claims on intangible harm but by pointing to obvious, glaring missteps by researchers, such as a failure to follow the study protocol itself that results in physical injury. Representative of this intangible concepts of dignity and privacy. See id. at 455–56.

88. See, e.g., Mink v. Univ. of Chi., 460 F. Supp. 713 (N.D. Ill. 1978). In Mink, the plaintiffs were pregnant patients given DES during their prenatal care as part of a study testing the drug’s efficacy for preventing miscarriages. The plaintiffs sued under both negligence and battery theories, alleging injury from increased risk of cancer to their daughters and resulting emotional distress. The court allowed the battery claim. See id. at 717–18. Although not expressly stated in the opinion, the nonconsensual aspects of the research seem to have motivated the court to depart from traditional negligence principles. See id. at 716–18. See also E. Haavi Morreim, Litigation in Clinical Research: Malpractice Doctrines Versus Research Realities, 32 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 474, 478–79 (2004).

89. See E. Haavi Morreim, Medical Research Litigation and Malpractice Tort Doctrines: Courts on a Learning Curve, 4 HOUS. J. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 1, 38 (2003) (“In contrast [to medical practice], research cannot be judged by its conformity to standard practice since it is, by definition, a deviation from these routines.”).  

limited line of cases is the recent litigation arising from an experimental leukemia therapy trial at the University of Washington’s Fred Hutchison Cancer Center. The jury awarded damages for the mishandling of specimens that damaged bone marrow donated for a particular transplant, but determined the medical center and physicians were not negligent in conducting the overall study. Thus, liability arose because of a rare misstep, and not because of the essential research activity of attempting the risky experimental transplant.

C. Informed Consent

Alternatively, a research subject may allege negligence due to failure to obtain her informed consent for the experimental intervention. However, despite the general acknowledgment of numerous, serious informed consent problems in clinical trials, research subjects still encounter considerable difficulty in recovering for informed consent violations. Plaintiff-friendly disclosure standards from certain jurisdictions in ordinary malpractice cases, such as whether information was disclosed that the reasonable patient would want to know, may not work as well in the research setting. Subjects volunteer for experimental studies because of multiple, complex considerations that extend beyond immediate clinical needs. They participate in research for intensely personal and often highly subjective reasons, including altruism, a sense of having no hope, uncritical belief in medical innovation and new technology, a desire for access to perceived life-saving therapy, and a seeming need to do something and take direct action rather than pursue comfort, care, or passive monitoring. More so than for the hypothetical reasonable patient offered conventional treatment, it becomes difficult to attribute what information is material to the
hypothetical reasonable research subject, given the multifaceted, highly individualistic reasons for research participation.97

Also, informed consent actions based on inadequate disclosure of risk generally require that the plaintiff show that the undisclosed risk was the injury that actually materialized.98 In research settings, the technology under study is often so new that the full appreciation of what risks actually existed and later developed may still be evolving in the clinical community. Even highly skilled, cutting-edge investigators cannot confidently predict what risks will materialize in many studies.99

More importantly, a serious causation problem underlies many research subjects’ informed consent claims. To maintain an informed consent action, the subject must prove the causation element. In other words, the subject must prove that, with proper disclosure, she would have opted not to enroll or continue in the trial and, further, by so choosing, would not have been physically injured. These threshold causation criteria are not easily established.100 Even though informed consent actions theoretically protect a patient’s interests in autonomy and self-determination, injuries to these interests alone, when not linked to corresponding treatment choice differences and adverse health outcomes, rarely become cognizable and therefore compensable in regular malpractice actions.101 Indeed, the award of dignitary-type damages remains rare in the absence of accompanying physical injury causally linked to the health care provider’s malpractice.102 Among other issues, courts remain concerned that loosening traditional causation requirements for informed consent may lead to a flood of suits in which it would be difficult to discern credible claims for relief from

---

97. See Saver, supra note 50, at 232; Morreim, supra note 89, at 64–66.
99. See Richard Delgado & Helen Leskovac, Informed Consent in Human Experimentation: Bridging the Gap Between Ethical Thought and Current Practice, 34 UCLA L. REV. 67, 69, 88–92 (1986) (explaining that in experimentation the full range of risks are truly not known in advance by either the subject or the researcher); Noah, supra note 4, at 384 (“In many cases, however, the investigators know so little about an experimental therapy that, even if they have fully disclosed all that they know . . . some commentators have wondered whether it even makes sense to speak of ‘informed’ consent in the research setting.”).
100. Cf. Mary Crossley, Infected Judgment: Legal Responses to Physician Bias, 48 VILL. L. REV. 195, 248–49 (2003) (describing the similar problems in using informed consent claims to combat physician bias, such as failure to disclose treatment options to patients belonging to certain ethnic or racial groups).
ordinary disappointments and frustrations accompanying any period of illness.103 These same concerns apply to the research setting, perhaps with even more force, given the considerable complexities, previously noted, in understanding how and why subjects choose to enroll in a clinical trial.

D. Other Causation/Damages Issues

Apart from the causation problems regarding choice inherent in informed consent claims (i.e., proving the research subject would have chosen differently and not enrolled in the trial), subjects also experience difficulty establishing other aspects of causation and damages in research harm cases. For a negligent design/implementation of the protocol claim, the subject must show that the experimental intervention actually and proximately caused her harm. If the thrust of the complaint instead is informed consent, the subject must show not only that she would have chosen differently, but that she would have experienced a different clinical outcome by choosing not to enroll in the trial.

Under either theory, linking causation to compensable damage becomes quite arduous to establish when, as with many clinical trials, the subjects begin a study protocol already ill and generally failing on conventional therapy. The recent litigation against the University of Washington/Fred Hutchison Cancer Center illustrates this trend. Although the jury agreed that the research conduct had been problematic, limited liability still resulted. An initially proposed damage award of five million dollars was significantly reduced because of the determination that the subject’s chances of surviving his leukemia with or without the experimental transplant were not very high.104 Indeed, subjects often enroll in a trial precisely because they are looking for new options when seriously ill and unresponsive to conventional treatment. In such situations, it may be impossible to distinguish between poor outcomes due to the research-related interventions and those due to natural progression of the underlying disease.105

103. See, e.g., Afentakis v. Mem’l Hosp., 667 N.Y.S.2d 602, 604 (N.Y. App. Div. 1997) (“[A] certain unavoidable loss of dignity attends most illnesses, terminal and otherwise . . . . An unsuitable expansion of liability would certainly result should courts attempt to distinguish between the ordinary assaults upon a patient’s dignity which stem from the loss of power and control which is all too often the corollary to illness, and the loss of autonomy produced by even a short hospitalization, from those occasioned by the failure of a hospital and its staff to maintain a certain level of caring, respect and consideration for the feelings of its charges.”).

104. See Johnson, supra note 92, at A1.

105. See, e.g., ETHICAL AND POLICY ISSUES IN RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN PARTICIPANTS, supra note 32, at v (“For those who endure harm while participating in research, it is often very difficult
Finally, additional defendants, one level removed from directly enrolling the subjects in the study and administering the experimental procedures, such as the drug company sponsoring the clinical trial, likely enjoy additional limited liability because of proximate cause issues associated with their indirect status.

E. Emotional Distress Claims

Research subjects having difficulty proving causal links to physical damages might alternatively try to seek relief for negligent infliction of emotional distress. However, most jurisdictions have limited recovery rules for pure emotional harm in the absence of tangible physical injury. These rules require, for example, that the plaintiff endure some sort of physical impact, occupy a zone of danger where physical injury was likely, or experience distress so severe that it is followed by actual physical manifestation of the mental anguish.106

This general approach disfavors a research subject’s possibility of recovery. For example, it may be difficult, given an individual’s initial ill state of health to deem that a zone of danger existed in which the experimentation further significantly threatened the subject’s physical health. Moreover, the idea that subjects experience special mental distress because of the experimentation context should not be automatically assumed. Some commentators skeptically question whether the emotional distress arising from research is significant at all and whether it can be accurately identified.107 A subject’s knowledge that she was used as an experimental object, or that the goals of the

---


107. See Hamburger, supra note 20, at 341 (“In calculating the value of IRBs, one could take into account their prevention of the harms of offense, embarrassment, or other mental discomfort arising from research. Yet from a legal perspective, these are so trivial, immeasurable, or subjective as to be not typically cognizable at common law.”).
experimental protocol potentially supplanted concerns for individually tailored treatment, while troubling as an ethical matter and raising questions of dignity, abandonment, and exploitation, does not lead inevitably to emotional distress. A subject can develop cruelly disappointed, starkly negative impressions of research participation while maintaining a level of emotional detachment from the experience so as not to endure severe mental anguish.

As opposed to actions sounding in negligence, intentional infliction of emotional distress claims do not require that the plaintiff show physical harm to recover. While this tort theoretically is available to subjects unable to demonstrate a causal link to physical injury, courts recognize the claim in rare instances. The requirements that the defendant’s actions be extreme and outrageous and that the defendant have intended or acted recklessly with regard to severe emotional distress likely do not apply to the conduct of most research defendants, as they can usually plausibly contend that they thought subjects could benefit from the experimentation. Further, subjects have difficulty meeting the intentional tort’s strict requirements of severity. Research encounters raising concerns of exploitation or abuse of trust may develop episodically and lead to longer-term emotional responses that harden over time into anger, despair, or disappointment, compared with the immediate, jarring, completely altering mental disturbance contemplated for recovery in the limited line of intentional infliction of emotional distress cases.

F. Fiduciary Duty and Related Theories

In theory, fiduciary duty theories seem a more promising avenue for aggrieved research subjects experiencing primarily intangible hazards. The remedy courts apply in many breach of fiduciary duty cases is disgorgement of profits and related restitutionary relief. This focuses the damages question less on a plaintiff’s tangible physical injuries and more on the extent that the defendant, by breaching the fiduciary obligation, unjustly enriched himself.

However, fiduciary duty claims must overcome certain obstacles. Even in regular treatment settings, courts have been willing to find health care provider liability for fiduciary breaches in only limited instances, such as failure to secure informed consent or to maintain

108. See generally Dobbs, supra note 106, § 3.03, at 826.
patient confidentiality.111 Other courts have been reluctant to recognize distinct claims for fiduciary duty breach that arguably duplicate claims for ordinary malpractice that the plaintiff might bring on the same facts.112

A more basic difficulty with fiduciary duty claims stems, however, from the threshold question whether a fiduciary duty is owed by an investigator to a research subject. In ordinary medical care cases, finding the existence of a duty is much simpler. The law generally recognizes the physician-patient relationship as fiduciary in nature.113 As a fiduciary, the physician is generally required to act for the patient’s benefit, provide individually appropriate treatment, and avoid elevating other interests above the patient’s welfare unless there has been appropriate disclosure.114

Whether a similar fiduciary relationship exists between investigator and research subject remains subject to vigorous debate. Clinical protocols demand that the investigator follow consistent study procedures with some level of inflexibility, including when to initiate and stop therapy and what dosage of medication to prescribe, in order to develop generalizable data that will stand up to scientific review. Such actions are undertaken to benefit the study more than the immediate research subject and may, at times, be at odds with the treatment preferences and clinical needs of the individual subject.115

Thus, fiduciary duty theories apply awkwardly, if at all, to the research setting. Deviation from the subject’s best medical interests,

---


112. See Neade v. Portes, 739 N.E.2d 496 (Ill. 2000) (refusing to recognize a distinct claim for breach of fiduciary duty, where physician allegedly failed to order an angiogram for the patient because of financial conflicts, because such a claim would involve the same operative facts and address the same basic injury as plaintiff’s ordinary malpractice action). See also Crossley, supra note 100, at 252 (“[T]he courts’ willing characterizations of physicians as fiduciaries has not been matched by an enthusiasm for holding physicians legally accountable.”).

113. See Mehlman, supra note 111, at 389–90. Courts determine the fiduciary character not as automatic but more on a case by case basis, and limited to certain aspects of the relationship, responding to factors such as expertise of the physician, the patient’s vulnerability and dependency, and some notion of entrustment. See Rodwin, supra note 111, at 243–44.

114. See Crossley, supra note 100, at 251–52.

115. See LEVINE, supra note 19, at 10.
presumed to be an unacceptable activity by a physician owing a fiduciary duty to her patient, may in fact be an inherent part of what any investigator does. Under this view, the experimental nature of the researcher’s activity precludes any finding of a fiduciary relationship because the researcher does not act solely to benefit the individual subject.

While case law features lofty rhetoric about the fiduciary’s strict obligations to the principal, however, the law as pragmatically applied has rarely required that fiduciaries avoid any form of self-benefit arising from the fiduciary-principal relationship. Thus, the fact that researchers have a separate duty to the clinical trial and cannot act solely for the benefit of individual subjects may not definitively resolve the issue of whether fiduciary-like obligations exist in the research setting. Indeed, some commentators conclude that the duty investigators owe a research subject largely mirrors the fiduciary obligations in the doctor-patient relationship. The researcher-subject connection shares key aspects with relationships, including the doctor-patient relationship, where the law imposes fiduciary duties. The interactions between investigators and subjects feature power and informational asymmetries, the vulnerability and potential for exploitation of one party, conflicts of interest affecting the more powerful party, and significant levels of trust and expectations of confidence that one party places in the other, all common elements of fiduciary-like relationships. These factors combined arguably support application of fiduciary-like obligations in the research setting, even if investigators and subjects do not enter into a technically full-fledged fiduciary relationship.

Unfortunately, there is a dearth of case law answering clearly whether a researcher owes fiduciary-like duties to a research subject and, if so, when these duties are breached. In Moore v. Regents of the University of California, the California Supreme Court held that physicians who

117. See Morreim, supra note 89, at 41–46. It may not even be the researcher’s goal to help the individual subject. The investigator aims more to help future patients through completion of a successful study that will provide generalizable information for future clinical use. When the investigator “cannot in good faith promise fidelity to doing what is best medically for the patient-subject,” one must question whether a fiduciary relationship exists. See Howard Brody & Franklin G. Miller, The Clinician Investigator: Unavoidable But Manageable Tension, 13 KENNEDY INST. ETHICS J. 329, 336 (2003).
120. See Coleman, supra note 14.
surgically removed a patient’s spleen in the course of regular treatment had an obligation to inform the patient of ancillary research activity involving the extracted bodily material. The court applied heightened informed consent requirements in part because of the fiduciary obligations the physician owed the patient. However, the case’s applicability to numerous clinical trial settings is unclear. The Maryland Court of Appeals in Grimes v. Kennedy Krieger Institute held that the researcher-subject relationship imposes heightened obligations on investigators to protect subjects. The breadth and scope of this holding, however, remains unclear. The court discussed several possible sources for finding that a duty existed, including a common law “special relationship” that might exist between a researcher and subject, the special quasi-contract established between the parties by the informed consent document, duties derived from the federal research regulations, and duties implied from international ethics standards such as the Nuremberg Code. Grimes thus does not provide clear support for finding investigator obligations based solely on fiduciary/special relationship theories—nor has Grimes been widely followed to date.

Indeed, the difficulties in broadly applying the fiduciary duty label are illustrated by the more recent case of Suthers v. Amgen, Inc. In Suthers, a federal district court declined to find that a pharmaceutical company sponsoring a clinical trial owed a fiduciary duty to the subjects. The plaintiffs sued to compel drugmaker Amgen to continue giving them an experimental drug used in a Parkinson’s Disease study

121. 793 P.2d 479 (Cal. 1990).

122. The court reasoned that “a physician who is seeking a patient’s consent for a medical procedure must, in order to satisfy his fiduciary duty and to obtain the patient’s informed consent, disclose personal interests unrelated to the patient’s health, whether research or economic, that may affect his medical judgment.” Id. at 485.

123. Because the patient in Moore was not enrolled in a clinical trial, and the research aims of the physician were unrelated to any possible therapeutic treatment for the patient, the case’s applicability is unclear as to numerous clinical trial settings where the investigator applies an experimental intervention with the hopes of patient benefit and to advance the study. Similarly, in Greenberg v. Miami Children’s Hospital Research Institute, 264 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (S.D. Fla. 2003), the court considered a breach of fiduciary duty claim brought by subjects who had donated tissue to genetic researchers studying Canavan Disease. The tissue donors contested the researchers’ plans to restrict public access through obtaining a patent to Canavan Disease testing technologies developed with the donated tissue. The court dismissed the breach of fiduciary duty claim, finding that an acceptance of trust by the defendants had not been well alleged. See id. Also, the donors were not receiving experimental interventions that might benefit them directly, as occurs in more ordinary clinical trial settings. See id.

124. 782 A.2d 807 (Md. 2001).


conducted at New York University Medical Center. The clinical trial had later been discontinued. The court found that Amgen, which did not have direct contact or form a privity relationship with the subjects, stood in a position too far removed to have a fiduciary relationship with the subjects. The court further questioned, without disposing of the issue directly, whether the researchers or medical center with direct contact with the subjects assumed fiduciary duties, given their loyalties to the experimental protocol and not solely to the subjects.127

Thus, some question remains whether researchers and subjects are in a common law special relationship, a fiduciary-like relationship, a full fiduciary relationship, or something altogether different. This makes unclear the corresponding obligations of investigators to protect subjects from any intangible harm. Some level of ambiguity is perhaps unavoidable given the lack of clear precedent regarding fiduciary law in the research context. But this lack of precision illustrates the numerous problems research subjects have getting a fiduciary-like duty standard practically applied to intangible harm actions.

**G. Common Law Fraud**

Research subjects have increasingly asserted common law fraud claims.128 This likely reflects efforts to avoid statutes of limitation problems, damage caps, and other restrictions associated with ordinary malpractice claims. However, these claims are not easy for subjects to prevail upon. To sustain an action in medical cases alleging common law fraud, a plaintiff must ordinarily prove that: (1) the defendant made a false, material misrepresentation; (2) the defendant knew it was false or acted in reckless disregard of its truthfulness; (3) the defendant intended that the misrepresentation be acted upon by the plaintiff; (4) the plaintiff acted in reliance on the misrepresentation; and (5) damages.129 But even in the usual medical context, courts have been reluctant to recognize a common law fraud action if it appears inseparable from a potential malpractice claim.130 Common law fraud claims turning on the

127. Id. at 427–28 & n.9.
128. In the University of Pennsylvania gene therapy trial litigation, see supra note 9, the plaintiffs alleged fraud among other claims. See Complaint, Count VI, Gelsinger v. Univ. of Pa., (Phila. Ct. of C.P. 2000), available at http://www.sisklerlaw.com/links/healthcare2.html. The case eventually settled on undisclosed terms but terms understood to be favorable to the plaintiff. See Huntly Collins, Penn, Family Settle Suit in Gene-Therapy Death: The Pact’s Terms Included a Substantial Sum, PHILA. INQUIRER, Nov. 4, 2000, at A1


same operative facts as potential malpractice claims may be consigned to malpractice counts alone, where, as noted, subjects face many obstacles in obtaining relief for intangible hazards. Also, courts evaluating common law fraud claims against health care providers often apply the causation and reliance elements strictly against the plaintiff. Thus, subjects will still face problems showing they would have chosen not to enroll in a trial, or would have experienced a different therapeutic outcome, if fraudulent representations about the research had not been made. Further, damages in the absence of physical harm or other direct economic loss, such as damages for emotional distress and other intangible hazards, are not easily recovered in fraud actions.

H. Contract

Contract claims do not offer research subjects a much better opportunity to recover for intangible harm. Notwithstanding the fact that most subjects sign written consent documents to enroll in a study, courts have displayed reluctance to find binding contractual obligations in the research setting. Many courts prefer to treat the disputes involving aggrieved subjects under traditional malpractice theories of ordinary negligence and informed consent and treat the written forms as merely notice of the subject’s consent rather than an enforceable contract.

that a patient’s fraud claims, asserted against a psychiatrist with whom she had an affair, were inseparable from patient’s malpractice claims because the alleged sexualization of the doctor-patient relationship and the damages caused by any alleged fraud were the same as caused by the alleged malpractice). See also Trevino v. Christus Santa Rosa Healthcare, No. 04-01-00764-CV, 2002 Tex. App. LEXIS 7697, *1, **16–17 (Tex. Ct. App. Oct. 30, 2002) (Marion, J., concurring) (explaining how courts will not allow plaintiffs to re-cast negligence claims as fraud claims simply to evade the damage and procedural limitations of the state statute governing malpractice actions).

131. See supra notes 88–105 and accompanying text.

132. See, e.g., Greene v. Thomas, 662 P.2d 491, 494–95 (Colo. Ct. App. 1982). The plaintiff asserted fraud claims against a plastic surgeon for allegedly telling the patient inaccurate information that a growth on his scalp had been completely excised. The court found the patient did not prove reliance. The court reasoned that the patient’s delay in seeking treatment when a new tumor was later discovered related to a number of reasons other than the alleged misrepresentation—he was in his first year of college, his father needed surgery, and he was needed home—that could explain why the patient delayed seeking further treatment. See id.

133. See Merritt, supra note 106, at 3–5.

134. For example, in Harden v. University of Cincinnati Medical Center, No. 04AP-154, 2004 WL 2341713 (Ohio Ct. App. Oct. 19, 2004), the court rejected a subject’s contract-based claims that defendants had promised, through the informed consent document, to provide the subject with medical care for life. The informed consent document, the court reasoned, merely served as notice of the subject’s consent to the experimental procedure. It did not constitute a legally binding contract between the parties involving bargained for promises with sufficient consideration. Id. at **7–8. The lower court’s opinion developed this point further. See Harden v. Univ. of Cincinnati Med. Ctr., No. 98-
Even if a subject succeeds in characterizing the informed consent document, related study paperwork, and general understandings between the parties as evidence of a contract, the ability to recover for intangible harms remains limited. The ordinary relief awarded in contract claims, the expectations damages that attempt to put the party in the position it would have been in had the contract been performed, does not necessarily provide a subject with a clear opportunity to recover for intangible harms arising from a contract breach. Further, the consequential damages component of an expectation-based recovery must be proven with a reasonable degree of certainty and must have been contemplated by the parties at the time of contracting. This presents difficulties for obtaining contract relief for intangible hazards, which, because of their intangible nature, may not have been highly foreseeable or readily proven with firm evidence.

To the extent that contract law primarily bases remedies on objective economic loss, relief for intangible harms such as mental anguish or loss of reputation is ordinarily not available unless the contract breach also amounts to tortious conduct or unless highly personal interests are at stake in the contractual promise. Subjects could argue that research participation does implicate highly personal interests in an attempt to avoid the limitation of damages as occurs with commercial contracts. However, courts display reluctance to deviate from the general approach of confining contract damages to the value of the performance. In any event, limited precedent exists regarding contract claims of research subjects because, as noted, not all courts even recognize contract rights as ordinarily emanating from research participation. Accordingly, subjects’ claims for intangible harm remedy based on contract theories are highly tenuous at best.
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III. THE NEW WAVE OF RESEARCH LITIGATION

While traditionally there was a dearth of medical research litigation, this trend may be turning. The frequency of lawsuits against researchers, institutions, and trial sponsors appears to be on the upswing. \(^{140}\) Whether the new wave of litigation will provide subjects better relief for intangible hazards remains to be seen. In the most recent round of litigation, plaintiffs asserting novel claims of intangible harm have met with limited success. Other recent cases have raised compelling concerns of intangible harm, such as frustrated access to experimental technology and early termination of a protocol in glaring disregard of the reasonable expectations and legitimate needs of subjects already then enrolled. Yet in these disputes, subjects have largely failed in recovering even conventional damages. These cases demonstrate the need for new approaches, as the law currently struggles to find an optimal response to intangible harm in medical research.

A. Novel Dignitary Harm Claims

1. Robertson v. McGee

Representative of the recent litigation wave is *Robertson v. McGee*. \(^{141}\) The subjects, participants in a clinical trial of an investigational melanoma vaccine at the University of Oklahoma Health Science Center, sued the investigator, the University IRB, and the pharmaceutical company sponsoring the study. Among other allegations, the subjects contended that the sponsor manufactured and distributed the vaccine in an unsafe manner, investigators enrolled patients at remote sites without local IRB approval, pregnant patients were allowed to continue in the trial even though the protocol called for exclusion of pregnant subjects, other subjects did not meet protocol eligibility criteria, and the investigators changed the protocol without IRB approval. \(^{142}\)

Study nurse Cherlynn Mathias, who coordinated the clinical trial, turned whistleblower and helped uncover many of the improprieties. \(^{143}\) Concerned about the University’s entire system of oversight, the federal

---


OHRP temporarily suspended all government-sponsored studies involving human subjects at the University of Oklahoma.\textsuperscript{144} The University eventually agreed to settle the case, and it also fired the lead researcher, Dr. J. Michael McGee.\textsuperscript{145} Meanwhile, the plaintiffs’ claims against Dr. McGee and several other defendants are still in litigation.\textsuperscript{146}

While the subjects obtained a partial settlement, the federal district court rejected their attempt to recover directly for affronts to dignity. The subjects’ initial complaint had asserted that the common law recognized such a claim, consistent with the ethical standards of the Nuremberg Code and the Declaration of Helsinki.\textsuperscript{147} Yet the court granted a motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ first amended complaint. Although the ruling turned on Section 1983 civil rights jurisprudence, the court displayed skepticism about an independent legal right of subjects to be treated with dignity, reasoning that “such vague claims have no support in federal law.”\textsuperscript{148}

The initial complaint alleged numerous other causes of action independent of the dignitary counts, ranging from common law fraud to lack of informed consent to ordinary negligence.\textsuperscript{149} Although the full facts of the case remain to be developed, one can reasonably speculate that the plaintiffs would have some difficulty establishing causation and the requisite damages elements common to many of these types of claims. For example, the full clinical effect of the investigational vaccine was not well understood at the time of the study. It had only been recently tested for toxicity with a limited number of human subjects under Phase 1 testing, with the Oklahoma study representing the next step to combined Phase 1/2 testing for safety and efficacy.\textsuperscript{150} Also, the subjects for the most part were patients with varying degrees of melanoma, including many late-stage disease sufferers\textsuperscript{151} who presumably were not responding to more conventional treatment. It would be difficult to show that any serious injuries for these subjects

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{146} See Gillham, supra note 143, at A17.
\textsuperscript{147} See Robertson Complaint, supra note 142, ¶¶ 146–52.
\textsuperscript{149} See Robertson Complaint, supra note 142.
\textsuperscript{150} See id. For further discussion of the various FDA testing phases, see supra note 21 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{151} See Omer Gillham, \textit{Coming to a Last Shot}, \textit{TULSA WORLD}, July 15, 2002 (indicating that at least ninety-two late-stage melanoma patients were involved in the study when it began).\end{flushright}
resulted from the vaccine and not from their natural disease progression. For other plaintiffs, the extent of physical injuries did not appear great. Some subjects simply alleged that they developed rashes, swelling, headaches, pain, nausea, and depression.\(^{152}\) While these are hardly trivial injuries, they do not seem substantial enough to generate damages large enough to sustain expensive litigation of this scale, especially considering that many of these same risks can be associated with the underlying melanoma itself.

Although plaintiffs convinced the University to settle, the award amount was for only approximately $312,000, to be divided among eighteen research subjects and their families.\(^ {153}\) While not a paltry sum for each plaintiff, it is not a very sizable award, particularly in light of intangible hazards, such as loss of trust in the research process that likely resulted given the defendants’ apparent disregard of basic practices for conducting ethical research.

The *Robertson* case also illustrates the paramount concern for treatment access among many research subjects. Notwithstanding revelations of improprieties with the study, and the fact that it was discontinued in 2000 because of safety concerns,\(^ {154}\) several subjects, convinced that the vaccine worked for them, still wanted treatment with it. Although the FDA had been concerned about safety issues, it granted a special exception allowing the discontinued study to extend two more years for twelve late-stage melanoma patients.\(^ {155}\) The case serves as a reminder of subjects’ desperation in seeking cutting-edge health care access through clinical trials, underscoring their need for protection from exploitation given their indiscriminate and easily manipulated access demands.

2. *Diaz v. Hillsborough County Hospital Authority*

In at least one reported case, research subjects succeeded in recovering for novel dignitary claims. In *Diaz v. Hillsborough County Hospital Authority*, the plaintiffs comprised a class of approximately

152. See Robertson Complaint, supra note 142, ¶ 238.

153. See Gillham, *supra* note 143, at A17. However, a part of the settlement also apparently included $90,000 to be put in a trust fund for a child born to a melanoma patient while enrolled in the study. The plaintiffs alleged that the researchers failed to disclose the risks of the vaccine for a subject’s unborn fetus. See Gillham, *supra* note 145, at A13.


155. See Gillham, *supra* note 151. A representative subject was Rosemarie Whisman. She had survived surgery to remove a stage-four tumor—indicating an advanced stage of the disease—in 1994 and became convinced that the vaccine presented her only chance at preventing melanoma reoccurrence. See id.
five thousand pregnant women who had been enrolled in randomized studies at Tampa General Hospital, allegedly without their consent, while receiving prenatal care.\(^{156}\) The subjects initially alleged not only lack of informed consent, but also breach of fiduciary duty, battery, and violations of the federal research laws.\(^{157}\) However, the essence of the claim upon which the case settled was invasion of dignity, based in part on constitutional rights.

Lead plaintiff Flora Diaz enrolled in a study examining treatments for respiratory distress syndrome resulting from fetal lung immaturity. The study randomized subjects between standard treatment with corticosteroids compared to the experimental treatment of corticosteroids combined with thyroid hormones. The investigation exposed subjects to multiple amniocentesis procedures for gathering data essential to the research, not for clinical treatment purposes.\(^{158}\) Although investigators presented Diaz with a consent form for the research, her counsel alleged that the consent process was seriously deficient. They argued that the presentation of a complex, English-only consent form to a low-income, high-risk pregnant woman, after she had been given morphine and Demerol, represented a coercive and confusing enrollment process, meaning that Diaz never truly appreciated that many procedures applied were research in nature.\(^{159}\)

Plaintiffs argued that their constitutional due process interests in liberty afforded them dignitary rights, consistent with the liberty interest in bodily integrity.\(^{160}\) Advancement of the dignitary harm count was critical to the subjects’ success because the plaintiffs could not demonstrate that the research physically harmed them or their babies. Also, they could not produce credible evidence that the physicians had materially changed the standard of care for their pregnancies because of the ancillary research activities. Thus, ordinary informed consent and negligence claims would likely fail. Indeed, the defendants vociferously argued that not only were no subjects harmed, but that some subjects actually benefited therapeutically from enrollment in the studies.\(^{161}\)


\(^{158}\) See Kathryn A. Tuthill, Protecting Patient Autonomy Through Informed Consent, 18 J. LEGAL MED. 221, 235 (1997).

\(^{159}\) See Hanlon & Shapiro, supra note 156, at 16.

\(^{160}\) Diaz, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14061, **6–7.

\(^{161}\) Defendants contended that many of the experimental treatments studied were proven effective and have now, in fact, become the standard of care for prenatal therapy. See Informed
Nonetheless, the medical center agreed to create a settlement fund of $3,800,000 in addition to taking equitable steps to correct the institutional research practices going forward. In approving the consent decree, the court noted that it represented relatively uncharted territory in research subject litigation. This was likely the first time research subjects recovered substantial monetary awards in the absence of credible physical injury claims.

Some commentators claim that the court’s decision in *Diaz* sends a signal that the standard defense in research litigation of “no harm, no foul” will no longer work because even plaintiffs lacking credible physical harm allegations can still bring actionable dignitary harm claims. However, whether *Diaz* represents a launching pad for other dignity harm cases remains to be seen. The facts were unusual and the governmental defendants were no doubt encouraged to settle because negative publicity and mistrust in the community could imperil future research activities. Further, the court’s decision in *Diaz* may be distinguishable as a rare case involving near-complete lack of informed consent and closer on the spectrum to battery, in which recovery does not turn on the presence or extent of physical injury.

**B. Subject Abandonment**

Other recent research litigation has involved subjects alleging improper conduct by the defendants in terminating a study prematurely or denying the subjects continued access to care that the subjects can obtain only through the study protocol. While these cases implicate the informed consent doctrine, they also raise a separate range of issues regarding the proper reasons for terminating a study and how to account for the expectations, needs, and personal investments of subjects already then enrolled in the clinical trial. Although plaintiffs in these disputes did not necessarily expressly plead theories of intangible harm, the cases share a recurring, underlying theme of the intangible hazards associated with subject abandonment.

1. **Pollack v. Rosalind Franklin University**

Representative of this line of cases is *Pollack v. Rosalind Franklin University*

---

Consent: Class Status Granted to Suit Over Unwilling Participation in Experiments, supra note 157.
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A certified class of approximately fifty breast cancer patients sued Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science, alleging that the medical school wrongfully terminated a vaccine study in which they were enrolled. Dr. Georg Springer, the study’s initial investigator, died in 1998 leaving a large bequest to Chicago Medical School. The subjects contended that he intended the donations for supporting continuation of the breast cancer vaccine research program. However, in 2004, the University terminated the experiment after its IRB allegedly determined that the vaccine had not yet proven effective, and that it was not in the subjects’ best interests to continue with unproven therapy. The subjects opposed the study’s discontinuation, as many felt that they were benefiting from the vaccine.

The plaintiffs contended that the consent forms, as well as oral representations made by the researchers, stated that the vaccine treatment would be continued “ad infinitum.” The subjects alleged breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract, unjust enrichment, common law fraud, and negligence, among other counts. They sought remedies including disgorgement of Dr. Springer’s donated funds to the medical school, release of the available vaccines for scheduled injections, as well as actual and compensatory monetary damages.

Although the plaintiffs did not expressly plead intangible harm counts such as an affront to dignitary rights, the case raises important concerns of intangible hazards in study termination disputes. In these termination situations, subjects can experience great difficulty in demonstrating any direct physical harm linked to the study discontinuation. Researchers and trial sponsors may claim that the experimental procedures have not yet been demonstrated to work and that any study withdrawal impact on an individual subject’s therapeutic care is too wildly speculative to support a finding of proximate cause of physical harm. Indeed, the
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172. As bioethicist Arthur Caplan noted, the subjects’ allegations were weakened by the fact that it was an unproven, experimental vaccine and that “[t]here are fewer obligations to continue a research
IRB apparently concluded that the study lacked scientific validity and that it was not proving the vaccine as effective, thus offering the medical school a clear justification for shutting down the trial. Subjects in such termination situations might alternatively claim physical risk because of lost treatment opportunities, to the extent that they had been persuaded to follow the study protocol rather than alternate therapies. But such lost-chance claims are very speculative. For example, the medical school IRB apparently found the data simply inconclusive as to whether the vaccine was working, and the subjects’ advanced disease states potentially precluded them from enrolling in other clinical trials.

Thus, intangible harm seems the real injury at issue in *Pollack*. Underlying many of the subjects’ allegations was that the medical school simply abandoned the subjects by terminating the study as it did, with few plans for transitioning the subjects post-study. Clearly, informed consent problems may have also occurred. If investigators did tell the subjects that they would be entitled to the study vaccine ad infinitum, and this was never intended, then investigators failed to describe the study procedures accurately. However, the plaintiffs’ complaint did not state a simple count for basic informed consent violations, possibly in recognition of the problems of recovering under informed consent with the inconclusive evidence of physical harm. Instead, the plaintiffs alleged alternative theories of relief, including ordinary negligence based on the manner in which the trial was conducted, breach of fiduciary duty, and common law fraud, all of which described a disturbing problem of subject abandonment.

For example, serious questions surround the design of the trial and the post-study plans for subjects. Some subjects were allegedly told that they could continue receiving conventional cancer treatment while also receiving the experimental vaccine. Meanwhile, the protocol apparently did not call for comparison of the subjects to a control group of patients with similar clinical conditions who did not receive the trial than there would be to continue a therapy... You really can’t prove there’s a benefit.” Pallasch, *supra* note 166.
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vaccine. Under such conditions, any effects seen in the subjects would be hard to attribute to the vaccine alone, to the conventional treatments that may have been partially pursued as well, or to some combination of the two. Thus, data emerging from the trial had to be suspect from the start. This is not to say that clinical trials need always use rigid randomization and control groups to provide generalizable data. But such trial designs often require careful consideration and planning to address the absence of a control group, including designing the trial so that high-quality metaanalysis can be applied to it, allowing statistical combination of the study results with data from other trials to determine the magnitude of the effect of the experimental intervention. Apparently, this was not done. Indeed, in 1997 the FDA had disallowed investigators from enrolling new subjects because of the agency’s concerns about the lack of control groups and, therefore, the conclusiveness of any of the emerging study data.

The defendants likely did not think through the implications of allegedly making promises of “ad infinitum” access to the vaccine. More concerning, the defendants’ actions put the subjects in an untenable situation of not understanding whether their research participation mattered for future patients and whether the treatment was working or not, thus exacerbating the uncertainties and disturbance surrounding any decision to terminate the study early. It seems highly inappropriate to ask subjects to participate in a trial of such flawed design with insufficient plans for dealing with study discontinuation and emerging trial data that might be inconclusive, especially when intentions for continued post-study access to the vaccine were muddled and confused at best. The subjects were arguably treated no more charitably than discarded specimens of a botched experiment, simply thrown away with little regard for their personal investments in the research and their current desires and goals.

Notwithstanding the unclear nature of any tangible harm inflicted, the University eventually agreed to settle the case. This was likely because of concerns about continuing negative publicity surrounding the suit, the thorny issues surrounding the monetary donations to the University by the vaccine’s creator, and the costs of defense, as well as

178. See id.
other tactical reasons. Although the settlement terms were confidential, the University apparently agreed to fund a new anti-vaccine program for the women at another institution. This provided opportunities for subjects to have continued access to the investigational vaccine and the chance for the subjects to obtain full FDA approval for the treatment.\footnote{See id.; Matt O’Connor, University, Cancer Survivors Settle; Med School OKs Vaccine At New Site, CHI. TRIB., Oct. 30, 2004, at 26.}

While \textit{Pollack} seemingly resulted in a deserved settlement for the subjects, the case also demonstrates the practical difficulty of ordering appropriate relief for intangible hazards. In study discontinuation cases, even symbolic monetary awards are less likely to help redress plaintiffs’ grievances. What subjects often want, above all else, is treatment access. When the settlement was announced, one plaintiff told the press, “we wanted our vaccine, that was our main thing.”\footnote{See Korecki, \textit{supra} note 181, at 6.} Indeed, even the \textit{Pollack} settlement’s equitable relief provisions, under which the University agreed to partially fund continuation of the vaccine study at another institution, did not guarantee the plaintiffs the essential remedy of treatment access that they desired. The money is to be transferred to a yet-to-be-named institution.\footnote{See id.} Not surprisingly, the parties were unable to readily locate another institution willing to take over administration of a study conducted for so many years without more promising results, particularly with little promise of commercialization opportunities for the sponsoring institution.\footnote{As the University’s attorney noted, if the study data was more promising and indicated that the vaccine clearly was working, then “[e]veryone would be on board because it would be a billion-dollar product.” Korecki, \textit{supra} note 180, at 12.} Moreover, there is some question whether one of the key ingredients for the vaccine is still produced in the United States,\footnote{See Survivors Take Breast Cancer Fight to Court, \textit{supra} note 173.} further complicating any efforts to restart the vaccine program at a different institution. \textit{Pollack} demonstrates that even when research subjects can extract a settlement or partial ruling on the merits, they may find their remedies incomplete, with underlying problems of subject abandonment and its associated intangible hazards not sufficiently addressed.

2. \textit{Harden v. University of Cincinnati Medical Center}

If the informed consent exchange appropriately advises the subject about a risk of physical injury and the subject experiences that hazard, should the subject nonetheless deserve some form of remedy?
Abandonment and associated intangible hazard concerns factor heavily in such situations, arguably deserving greater legal recognition. The recent case of *Harden v. University of Cincinnati Medical Center* illustrates this issue. The plaintiff suffered from an aneurysm behind her eye. Her physicians recommended a balloon occlusion procedure, an experimental technique studied as part of a research investigation of cerebral aneurysms. A few days after undergoing the procedure, the subject suffered a stroke and required emergency surgery. However, the surgery failed to correct the problems, and she experienced permanent damage from lack of blood flow to the brain. As a result of the stroke complications, she required constant nursing and medical care for the rest of her life.

The subject sued the investigator and medical center, alleging ordinary negligence (medical malpractice), loss of consortium, and breach of contract. She did not allege a separate count for an informed consent violation. In fact, the consent process had been quite clear about the possible risk of stroke complication. The informed consent document actually listed stroke first among a list of possible adverse consequences from the procedure.

Rather than argue that the stroke complication risk had not been disclosed, the plaintiff instead contended that the researchers had promised lifetime medical care if an experimental injury developed. The informed consent document did state, in the paragraph labeled “Objectives of the Study,” that “[p]articipation in the study will include one year of follow-up, although long-term care will be offered for an indefinite period.” The subject argued that this amounted to a contractual promise to provide indefinite medical care for research-related injury.

This case illustrates the difficulties subjects face in successfully prevailing on breach of contract claims. Both the lower court and appeals court ruled that the informed consent document did not
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constitute a legally binding contract between the parties with regard to any follow-up medical care.\textsuperscript{197} Both courts concluded that the informed consent document was, at most, notice of the subject’s consent to the experimental procedure, not a meeting of the minds and bargained for exchange between the parties.\textsuperscript{198} The appeals court further ruled that even if the consent document did represent a binding contract, the terms were not clear enough regarding follow-up care to have required the defendants to provide for the subject’s medical treatment.\textsuperscript{199} The appellate court affirmed the lower court’s finding that an ordinary malpractice claim could not be sustained because of insufficient evidence of failure to follow the standard of care.\textsuperscript{200}

The plaintiff in \textit{Harden} thus recovered nothing. At first blush, this is not a controversial or surprising result. A real and disclosed physical risk of the experimental procedure did in fact materialize, and the plaintiff did not produce strong evidence of breach of any standard of care in the performance of the balloon occlusion procedure. It is not clear that subjects should recover anything in these situations. Certainly, it would be hard to argue for recovery if this had occurred in an ordinary clinical setting. Further, the federal research regulations do not require institutions or investigators to compensate subjects for research-related injuries or even to reimburse their associated medical care expenses.

Despite these considerations, one could argue that a subject’s status as a research participant, not as a patient in the clinic, should be treated as a distinct factor requiring a more flexible approach to remedy. In other words, once the patient has volunteered to become a research subject, it may be inappropriate to abandon the subject in his or her time of need when injuries develop, even if these risks were disclosed. The failure to assist the subject in these situations may create loss of trust, feelings of abandonment, ethical tensions, and other intangible harm beyond any physical injuries developed.

Numerous commentators, including the influential President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, have asserted that it is simply unethical to set up research studies with no adequate plans for compensating subjects for research-related injuries, even if such risks are disclosed in advance.\textsuperscript{201} Reasons given include that the persons who
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benefit from the research (investigators and sponsors) should bear some portion of the costs of research-related injuries since the subjects risked injury on these other parties’ behalf,\footnote{See Ethical and Policy Issues in Research Involving Human Participants, supra note 32, at 125.} and the fact that research subjects volunteer to further larger societal goals and, thus, their injuries should not be ignored or dismissed simply because they were warned about them.\footnote{See Compensating for Research Injuries: The Ethical and Legal Implications of Programs to Redress Injured Subjects, supra note 201, at 59–60.} Also, because society benefits from the knowledge gained by research and sanctions its conduct, principles of fairness support spreading the costs of subject injury to others.\footnote{See Childress, supra note 201.} Even if the subject cares little about contributing to medical knowledge through research participation and is principally concerned with therapeutic improvement, this does not diminish the arguable obligations of others to assist with research-related injuries because the subject’s participation nonetheless helps generate experimental data and advances medical progress.\footnote{See Hazel Beh, Compensation for Research Injuries, IRB: ETHICS & HUM. RES., May-June 2005, at 11, 12.}

While providing no compensation for research-related injury may be common practice currently, the unique status and moral claims of research subjects may require reconsideration of this approach. At the very least, this practice raises troubling questions when the study presents more than a moderate risk of foreseeable injury and it involves particularly vulnerable subjects. Enrolling subjects in studies with no adequate planning or concern for their likely post-injury treatment costs approaches some form of abandonment. Such conduct creates a risk of intangible harm, including exploitation, loss of trust in the research enterprise, and failure to acknowledge subjects as deserving both respect as persons and support in a critical time of need.

IV. SHOULD THERE BE GREATER RECOGNITION OF INTANGIBLE HARM CLAIMS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH?

Is the time ripe for a different approach to remedies in medical research? Change seems warranted, given the importance of research subject protection and the inadequately addressed recurring problems of intangible harm in medical experiments. However, the issue is difficult
on many levels. A more open-ended approach to remedies for intangible hazards also presents significant downsides. This Part considers some of the general arguments in favor of and against greater recognition of subjects’ intangible harm claims.

A. Reasons for Expanding Available Intangible Harm Remedies

1. Advancing the Principle of Respect for Persons

A common view is that medical research cannot be conducted in an ethical fashion without maintaining respect for subjects as persons.206 Of course, the very nature of the research enterprise involves some inherent degree of using research subjects as objects. Fidelity to the experimental goals of the clinical trial—ordinarily to generate experimental data through systematic procedures that demonstrate, under accepted scientific standards, whether the investigational technology is safe and effective—will at some level always be a prime driver of investigator, institutional, and sponsor behavior. It therefore becomes tempting to subordinate consideration of the individual subject’s interests to what is best for the success of the experimental protocol.

Because of this concern, one that has persisted through decades of medical research, perhaps the law needs to do more to require that subjects be treated as individuals with intrinsic worth and dignity. Greater recognition of intangible harm claims would at least send the message, for deterrence purposes, that at some level, concern for individual subjects’ needs and interests must always be present to justify research activity. What may seem most objectionable about certain research may have little to do with how the subject fared therapeutically. Instead, it will have everything to do with whether the investigators treated the subject with respect and solicitude as an autonomous person, by addressing the subject’s capacity for independent action and recognizing that a subject has important preferences and values at stake in many research activities. Indeed, for the typical research subject, the “most salient injury is not [physical injury] . . . it is the fact that [the subject] was exploited and used . . . for another’s gain.”207

Apart from deterrence issues, greater flexibility regarding intangible harm claims would also make better use of the law’s expressive function to promote the respect-for- persons-principle. Often, laws can have
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symbolic meaning, convey social messages, and influence attitudes and norms in a far more powerful way than their threat of legal sanctions.\textsuperscript{208} Currently, the law is sending a mixed message regarding the importance of the respect-for-persons principle in medical research. This ideal becomes seriously compromised when experimental goals can be zealously followed so that the design and implementation of the protocol or the procedures followed upon study termination blatantly disregard subjects’ foreseeable value preferences, therapeutic aims, and concerns for access to therapy. A disturbing sense of exploitation and abandonment develops as subjects end up crudely subordinated to the protocol’s objectives, losing sight of each subject’s individuality, extra-protocol interests, and legitimate claims to societal support.\textsuperscript{209} The fact that the law so rarely recognizes this harm, unless accompanied by physical injury or severe mental anguish, may exacerbate the problem, as it implicitly sends the message that such hazards are not sufficiently important. A change in direction may be needed, awarding greater remedy for subjects facing such intangible harm, in order to provide social support and to develop medical research norms more attuned to the respect–for-persons principle.

2. Addressing Problematic Informed Consent in Research

More flexible recognition of intangible harms could strengthen and ensure a better informed consent process for research subjects. Currently, informed consent in research settings has largely disappointed for a number of reasons. Investigators have inherent conflicts of interest because of study aims divergent from individually tailored treatment for patients, potentially compromising investigators’ ability to provide material information to subjects.\textsuperscript{210} Also, patients of advanced age, limited education, and poor health—which describes a sizable number of potential research subjects—remain especially at-risk for poorly comprehending the research process and standard study consent forms.\textsuperscript{211} The time allocated for subjects to make enrollment decisions,
the timing in which research enrollment discussions are initiated, and the readability and length of study consent forms further contribute to problematic informed consent encounters.212

Even more disturbing is the well-documented phenomenon of “therapeutic misconception.” Empirical investigations reveal that subjects often confuse research activities with ordinary therapeutic care. They fail to understand the degree to which individually tailored care is not offered as part of a standard study protocol. Some studies have shown that subjects, even after completing the informed consent process, failed to understand that they were participating in an actual experiment.213 As a result of therapeutic misconception, subjects likely overstate the benefits of research, do not understand basic research procedures such as randomization and endpoints, and assume, incorrectly, that an untested therapy would not be offered in a study unless it clearly promised direct benefit.214

In light of these serious informed consent difficulties, it is quite likely that many subjects enroll in clinical trials with an insufficient understanding of the degree to which individually tailored treatment is not available under standard study protocols. Also, they likely do not appreciate other significant aspects of research, such as what happens regarding access to the experimental technology when a study is discontinued at the sponsor’s discretion. For a sizable number of these subjects, after-the-fact attempts to seek redress for insufficient informed consent will run into the traditional barriers discussed previously, such as failure to prove causation and physical harm. Thus, a large number of problematic informed consent encounters likely occur in the research setting, but are not sufficiently deterred because of the limited ability of subjects to bring informed consent claims principally centered on intangible harm. If problematic research consent episodes creating intangible harm were actionable or triggered administrative sanctions more readily, researchers, institutions, and sponsors would have a stronger incentive to devote the time and resources necessary for improving the poor state of informed consent in research.

Commentators and case law suggest that informed consent

212. See id. at 92–94; Daugherty, supra note 210, at 1604–06; ETHICAL AND POLICY ISSUES IN RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN PARTICIPANTS, supra note 32, at 99 (summarizing several studies detailing problematic comprehension of research consent forms).


214. See Appelbaum et al., supra note 213, at 2; King, supra note 80, at 334.
requirements, however necessary in regular clinical care, should apply more strictly in the research setting. Informed consent takes on increased importance in medical experimentation because, among other reasons, study interventions may have no therapeutic effect, research involves conduct beyond the ordinary physician-patient relationship, subjects are vulnerable to exploitation and objectification as experimental data, and investigators and subjects have a divergence of interests between individually tailored treatment and the study aims of the protocol.215 If investigators have heightened informed consent duties for research, this arguably justifies as a doctrinal matter the need to loosen causation and damage requirements for research consent claims. A pragmatic way to ensure that such informed consent duties are discharged regularly and with appropriate solemnity would be to recognize to a greater degree subjects’ informed consent claims centered on intangible harm.

Many patients in regular clinical care could likewise claim that flawed informed consent procedures deprive them of meaningful choice about use of their body, how to confront illness, and other dignitary aspects of their lives, causing them intangible harm. But the reason to focus first on the intangible harm arising in flawed research consent is the qualitatively different nature of acting as a research subject as compared with a regular patient. In ordinary medical encounters, the therapy provided by a health care professional, even if not properly consented to, at least may be partly justified for the patient’s benefit. But the same justification does not apply to many study protocols as “research does not propose to benefit any specific enrollee…”216 Further, experimental procedures cannot be easily justified as meeting the standard of care because of their investigational nature,217 meaning that without proper consent, experimental interventions stand on particularly tenuous ground. Flawed informed consent in research settings thus presents significant concerns, perhaps calling for a more flexible approach to consent claims centered on intangible harm.

Of course, informed consent in research is already highly regulated. The informed consent requirements for research subjects via the federal

215. See e.g., Delgado & Leskovac, supra note 99, at 68–69, 92–107; John Luce, Ethical Principles in Clinical Care, 263 JAMA 696, 697 (1990); Halushka v. Univ. of Sask., [1965] D.L.R. 2d 436, 443–44 (“[T]he duty imposed upon those engaged in medical research . . . is at least as great as, if not greater than, the duty owed by the ordinary physician or surgeon to his patient.”).

216. Morreim, supra note 89, at 69. Professor Morreim contends that “[w]hen inadequacies of information have inappropriately steered a patient’s decisions about whether to participate in research, courts should be willing in at least some instances to see this as an injury itself.” Id. at 79.

217. See Coleman, supra note 14.
research regulations and the mechanism of IRB review of proposed consent forms ensure far greater scrutiny of informed consent procedures with research subjects than with patients in regular clinical care. It may be questioned whether greater common law and regulatory recognition of intangible hazards in experimentation consent cases would really add much. However, it need not be an either-or proposition. Expanded litigation remedies and regulatory oversight need not be mutually exclusive, in that private litigation can supplement the efforts of regulators to ensure appropriate consent procedures to protect subjects from intangible harm. Litigation may also offer more opportunities for retrospective review of intangible hazards arising in clinical trials, whereas regulatory oversight currently focuses more on prospective review.

3. Consistent with Special Obligations of Investigators

The investigator-subject relationship remains hard to characterize legally, as previously discussed, with views differing whether it is a classic fiduciary relationship, fiduciary-like, or an otherwise special relationship under common law. Regardless of the precise label used, most would agree that special obligations of investigators should exist both legally and ethically because the researcher-subject relationship involves significant degrees of power imbalance, vulnerability, and trust and dependence by subjects. At a minimum, these heightened obligations would include a requirement that investigators act with candor and respect and avoid opportunistic conduct and exploitation of the subject.

Recognizing intangible harm claims centered on abuse of the investigator’s position or on other trust-eroding conduct of the researcher would be consistent with valuing the investigator’s special obligations. Fiduciary-like responsibilities tend to be imposed on a party in a position of trust, power, and confidence. The relief most often awarded for fiduciary breach in commercial settings is the fiduciary’s disgorgement of profits to the principal. Although such awards may
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be criticized as a windfall to the principal, a strong deterrence rationale supports allowing such relief. This type of recovery sets clear incentives for fiduciaries to refrain from exploiting the relationship with the principal.\footnote{224}{See Smith, \textit{supra} note 110, at 1494–96.} The restitutionary remedy helps to strengthen the bonds between fiduciaries and their principals by providing remedies for a broader range of activity than ordinary compensatory damages. Such restitution awards reinforce fiduciary ties by indicating that damage to the fiduciary relationship itself, through opportunistic conduct, causes harm as a recognizable, intrinsic wrong.

Similarly, a more expansive approach to intangible harms claims by research subjects would help police opportunistic conduct in the investigator-subject relationship and generally strengthen the investigator’s special obligations to subjects. Just as fiduciary-like remedies recognize and honor the principal’s reasonable expectation of loyalty and trust when interacting with the fiduciary,\footnote{225}{The restitution remedy in fiduciary law “vindicates some value other than the material well-being of the beneficiary.” \textit{Id.} at 1495.} the law should try to vindicate research subjects’ reasonable expectations of solicititude and trust when dealing with investigators. A more flexible approach regarding the cognizability of subjects’ intangible harm claims would help by recognizing injuries to the investigator-subject relationship itself as meriting redress.\footnote{226}{Cf. Oberman, \textit{supra} note 111, at 489 (arguing that the physician’s breach of fiduciary duty in doctor-maternal conflicts with patients should be actionable regardless of whether medical malpractice occurred because betrayal of trust resulting from such a breach is a harm independent of medical malpractice).}

4. Promoting Trust-Enhancing Conduct and Recognizing Process Values in Medical Research

A related, instrumental concern supports expanded remedies for intangible harm. For the research system to function effectively, the fragile level of trust subjects currently have in medical experiments must not become further eroded. Trust remains essential to many aspects of a well-functioning health care system,\footnote{227}{See generally Mark Hall, \textit{Law, Medicine, and Trust}, 55 STAN. L. REV. 463 (2002).} and it is especially fundamental for ensuring the continued participation of subjects in clinical trials.\footnote{228}{See Gatter, \textit{supra} note 74; Miller, \textit{supra} note 7.}

When deciding to volunteer for a study, often at a time of critical illness and confounding medical uncertainty regarding their best therapeutic options, subjects ordinarily need to develop strong faith in investigators.

(Discussion Draft 2000).

\footnote{224}{See Smith, \textit{supra} note 110, at 1494–96.}

\footnote{225}{The restitution remedy in fiduciary law “vindicates some value other than the material well-being of the beneficiary.” \textit{Id.} at 1495.}

\footnote{226}{Cf. Oberman, \textit{supra} note 111, at 489 (arguing that the physician’s breach of fiduciary duty in doctor-maternal conflicts with patients should be actionable regardless of whether medical malpractice occurred because betrayal of trust resulting from such a breach is a harm independent of medical malpractice).}

\footnote{227}{See generally Mark Hall, \textit{Law, Medicine, and Trust}, 55 STAN. L. REV. 463 (2002).}

\footnote{228}{See Gatter, \textit{supra} note 74; Miller, \textit{supra} note 7.}
A subject’s trust in physician-investigators and the research process may also contribute to better experimentation results, whether because of placebo effects, more genuine commitment by the subjects to follow the study protocol procedures diligently, or numerous other, unappreciated ways in which trust activates healing by subjects.\(^{229}\) On the other hand, loss of faith in medical research jeopardizes the cooperation of current subjects with protocol procedures, the ability to accrue future subjects, and the willingness to fund and support the research system.\(^{230}\) Therefore, actions that abuse the special trust aspects of the investigator-subject relationship, even if not leading to physical injury, should be recognized as creating significant harm both for the subjects involved\(^{231}\) and for the research enterprise generally because of their trust-corrosive impact.

In particular, actions that contribute to a climate of distrust by undermining basic process values in medical research may need greater regulatory attention or sanctioning through the common law. Medical research law might learn from analogous civil rights disputes where damages may be awarded without evidence of a plaintiff’s actual loss of money, property, or other tangible items of value. For example, in voting rights cases, damages can be awarded even if the votes allegedly interfered with would not have changed the election outcome. The law recognizes that individuals value the right to vote to such a degree that any deprivation of that right can lead to damages, with the appropriate amount to be determined by a jury.\(^{232}\) Additionally, other civil rights actions provide for at least nominal damages, in the absence of proof of other damages, to address larger process concerns, such as recognizing seemingly non-harmful infringements on the right to free speech in order to protect the integrity of the decisionmaking process generally.\(^{233}\)

Similarly, valuing the inherent worth of research subject decisionmaking, as well as the special trust aspects of the researcher-subject relationship,\(^ {234}\) supports the award of intangible harm damages in select cases. When actions jeopardize such important foundations and

\(^{229}\) Cf. Hall, supra note 227, at 478–83 (discussing the therapeutic effects of trust in regular patient care).

\(^{230}\) See Goldner, supra note 9, at 381.

\(^{231}\) Cf. Stern, supra note 96, at 89 (describing how exaggerated perceptions of trust by subjects in the physician-researcher can lead to profound feelings of betrayal when the trust is broken).


\(^{234}\) Cf. Hall, supra note 227, at 485 (examining the nature of medical trust and observing that “there is an emotional component in all trust-based relationships, which potentially gives them intrinsic value or unique instrumental worth”).
process components of the research system, the law needs to recognize
the intrinsic worth of the interests affected and to better address the harm
created. Of course, allowing more lawsuits or increasing regulatory
remedies for intangible harm does not automatically help address trust
concerns. Rather than supporting trust, such actions may merely be
punitive and highlight the problematic features of clinical trials so as to
further undermine subject confidence in medical research. Therefore,
while instrumental concerns of supporting trust in research suggest the
need for greater recognition of intangible harm claims, flexibility and
subtlety in this approach are also necessary. It becomes critically
important to anticipate the expressive effects of such claims and how
they would coordinate with regulatory mechanisms, in order to adopt
selective approaches to the remedies most likely to be trust enhancing
when applied to the actual experience of subjects in the clinic.

B. Potential Drawbacks

A more flexible approach to intangible harm claims, while offering
many benefits, nonetheless also presents drawbacks meriting further
consideration. An open-ended remedy for intangible harm seems hard
to reconcile with existing case law and regulatory approaches and could
lead to over-deterrence. Also, pragmatic problems exist in defining
limits for such claims, and greater remedies in this area may force the
research system into a compensation scheme for subject injury that lacks
legislative authorization.

1. Doctrinal Consistency Issues: Why Only for Research?

As a doctrinal matter, broader recognition of subjects’ intangible
harm claims may be hard to justify without a more dramatic reworking
of informed consent, fraud, fiduciary duty, and other doctrines.
Consider informed consent as a representative example. Many
commentators have long complained that informed consent does not
sufficiently protect the medical choice of patients in ordinary clinical
settings. Thus, they have urged that the doctrine be more flexible in

235. Cf. Twerski & Cohen, supra note 233, at 648–49 (arguing for a similar approach to informed
consent claims in regular clinical care). Twerski and Cohen question whether nominal damage awards
will be sufficient to produce a desired deterrence effect and advocate for more than nominal damages to
address informed consent process concerns. Id. at 648. This suggests that intangible harm awards in the
research setting might have to be more than nominal to see real deterrence.

236. Cf. Hall, supra note 227, at 490–93 (examining similar complicating effects on patients’ trust
in physicians arising from patients’ ability to sue for malpractice).
application and treat patient choice as an independent interest in order to better protect patient autonomy.\textsuperscript{237} Under such an approach, conduct that deprives the patient of choice would be actionable because of the ethical and policy reasons for protecting choice and control over medical decisionmaking, an interest distinct from safeguarding the patient from physical harm. The idea would be to respect purely dignitary aspects of patient choice by awarding nominal or general damages when the interest has been invaded even if the violations produced little tangible harm.\textsuperscript{238} Similarly, other commentators urge that informed consent be treated as a process right, where invasion of the process right becomes actionable because the patient’s participation in decisionmaking has independent value and benefits irrespective of the medical decision outcome.\textsuperscript{239} A more flexible informed consent doctrine consistent with these approaches has been suggested to combat serious problems confronting ordinary patients, such as lack of understanding of treatment alternatives due to managed care cost containment strategies,\textsuperscript{240} as well as bias and health care disparities in the treatment of minority patients.\textsuperscript{241}

Yet to date, courts have exhibited little enthusiasm for extending informed consent doctrine to this degree. Thus, notwithstanding the merits of applying informed consent doctrine more flexibly, the critical question is how to reconcile existing law and regulation with greater cognition of intangible hazards arising in medical experimentation? Assuming no radical overhaul of informed consent doctrine or major regulatory change, why follow a different approach to intangible harm recovery for research subjects under informed consent theories but not for patients receiving regular clinical care?

As previously noted, one view is that informed consent requirements should apply more strictly in research settings,\textsuperscript{242} perhaps justifying a different remedy approach that would independently value the dignitary aspects of subject choice in medical experiments. However, the research-versus-ordinary-care difference should not be overly relied upon. The exact source of dignitary rights for subjects remains unclear.

\textsuperscript{237} Professor Marjorie Maguire Shultz was one of the first and leading proponents of this view. See Shultz, supra note 102.
\textsuperscript{238} See, e.g., id. at 290–91 (1985); Meisel, supra note 98, at 214–16.
\textsuperscript{239} See Twerski & Cohen, supra note 233, at 649–55.
\textsuperscript{241} See Noah, supra note 101, at 146–47; Crossley, supra note 100, at 256–57.
\textsuperscript{242} See supra note 215 and accompanying text.
as a matter of law, and this may be too tenuous a legal concept to justify recognizing affronts to research subject dignity but not similar affronts to patient dignity. Any claims to special treatment of research subjects along such lines would, by necessity, diminish and marginalize the value of protecting the dignitary aspects of choice for ordinary patients. Such patients confront economic incentives to limit care, systematic racial and ethnic bias, and other serious threats to autonomous control over medical decisionmaking. It may be splitting hairs to say which group’s dignitary interests deserve greater protection.

Likewise, while fiduciary doctrine and related theories, through the restitution remedy, may be more flexible for dealing with intangible harm, they do not necessarily justify focusing on intangible hazards consistently for research subjects but not for regular patients. First, the fiduciary nature of the researcher-subject relationship remains subject to reasonable dispute. Second, the notion that research subjects as a class have unique vulnerabilities, even compared to ordinary patients, and therefore deserve special legal rules for intangible harm recovery, likely oversimplifies things. It is far too easy to apply the “vulnerability” label as a catch-all for many complicated issues arising with patients experiencing advanced illness. Yes, research subjects often must decide to enroll in a clinical trial at a time when ill health, desperation, and anxiety may cloud their judgment. But the fact that many subjects face limited, suboptimal therapeutic options because of their health conditions does not make them automatically subject to coercion or inherently vulnerable as a group compared to other patients. Individuals with terminal cancer, for example, regularly must make complicated decisions besides research participation, such as executing advance directives for withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment or considering organ donation, yet they do not exhibit as a group the incapacity to make informed decisions on such matters.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there remains the problem of the unclear distinction between research and regular clinical care. Ordinary medical treatment and experimental interventions lay along a continuum, with few distinguishing characteristics. Most non-research medical care involves some degree of tailoring and experimentation with
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treatment modalities, many medical encounters in the regular clinical setting involve situations of great uncertainty, and regular medical treatments can involve great degrees of risk and injury.\textsuperscript{249} Thus, different doctrinal approaches to intangible harm for research subjects will inherently raise consistency issues when considering the experience of ordinary patients.

2. Opening the Floodgates

Greater recognition of intangible harm claims also raises concerns that courts will be flooded with additional litigation. If traditional causation and damage limitations are removed from informed consent actions in research, how can courts avoid having to decide an overwhelming number of complaints brought by subjects, whether truly aggrieved or not? Once the proverbial floodgates are opened to intangible harm claims, they may not be easily controlled and managed at socially optimal levels. This could lead to over-deterrence of useful research activities.

Consider how this would work for informed consent claims. If failure to secure the subject’s informed consent to the material risks and benefits of a clinical trial becomes actionable as an intangible harm, without requiring further proof of physical injury or applying a strict causation element, then presumably many subjects could readily allege such claims. If informed consent problems are as pervasive in the research setting as the therapeutic misconception data suggests,\textsuperscript{250} then likely a great number of subjects would have some actionable claim for intangible hazards, potentially turning the system into one of quasi-strict liability. This could chill socially useful medical innovation. Additionally, heightened liability would not necessarily lead to better consent processes in research settings. Individuals’ expectations and devotion of trust toward physicians remain so deeply engrained, and arise for such complex reasons, that subjects readily confuse research with ordinary care.\textsuperscript{251} Incentivizing investigators through increased liability to implement “more” and “better” consent procedures will not clearly help address the root causes of therapeutic misconception.

\textsuperscript{249} See generally Noah, supra note 4. As Professor Noah observes, urging that heightened informed consent standards apply for research subjects may set up a false dichotomy. “If one believes that securing informed consent represents the most profound imperative when engaging in research with human subjects then why be any less dramatic about the issue in other medical encounters?” Id. at 407.

\textsuperscript{250} See supra notes 213–14 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{251} See Coleman, supra note 14; RESPONSIBLE RESEARCH: A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO PROTECTING RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS, supra note 11, at 125–26.
Meanwhile, intangible hazards claims, if not properly bounded, could lead to excessive damage awards and to over-deterrence of necessary risk-taking in medical innovation. At the very least, more litigation risk through intangible harm claims could increase the cost of engaging in medical research. The cost pressures could hinder the pace of needed medical innovation or lead to higher prices passed on to patients and payors when experimental technology reaches the market, exacerbating current health care cost and access problems. Of course, if courts limit damages for intangible hazards to nominal amounts and if juries are properly instructed, a reworking of doctrine in this area should not invite a flood of claims or dramatically increase the cost for engaging in research. Because of the cost to plaintiffs to litigate, not all subjects would rationally pursue claims based on such harm alone.\textsuperscript{252} However, this assumes that courts and juries will be willing and able to enforce a consistent limitation on intangible harm damages.

The imprecise nature of intangible harm claims leads to considerable doubt about applying such limitations successfully. Expansion of intangible harm claims could allow subjects to conflate claims. Once subjects allege an actionable claim for intangible hazards, they could seek to augment their recovery amount with claims seeking compensation for various physical injuries, even if such injuries are not directly traceable to the research study but follow instead from the subjects’ advanced stage of illness. The experience from regular medical malpractice cases indicates that juries often arrive at a holistic total amount of damages they think fair and then manipulate the categories to reach that amount.\textsuperscript{253} For example, a “crossover effect” has been identified in jurisdictions that have imposed caps on noneconomic damages in regular malpractice cases. Juries in jurisdictions with such damage caps nonetheless awarded very large total damage amounts, with economic damages a significantly high component of the total awarded. This suggests that juries viewed the damages as highly malleable, allowing some portion of the noneconomic damages that were supposedly capped to spill into the economic damages category, which remained uncapped, in order to arrive at what they thought was the fair total amount.\textsuperscript{254}

Attempts to cabin intangible harm damages in research subject litigation may likewise fail because of an analogous crossover problem. A sick subject with a credible claim for intangible harm will likely

\textsuperscript{252} See Meisel, supra note 98, at 216.
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attract sympathy and concern for the subject’s state of ill health, even if
the subject’s physical difficulties arise from the disease’s progression
and not anything inappropriate about the research study. However, once
the intangible harm becomes actionable, it becomes tempting to
compensate the subject further for the poor therapeutic experience.

3. End-Run Around Lack of Research Injury Compensation Schemes

Potential crossover problems of this sort illustrate a more general
concern about strategic gamesmanship by subjects seeking intangible
harm recovery. Expanded litigation opportunities for intangible hazards
would offer an attractive end-run for subjects facing a current lack of
compensation schemes for many research-related injuries. Subjects not
able to recover under ordinary informed consent claims for physical
injuries, when the risks were properly disclosed, as occurred in Harden
v. University of Cincinnati Medical Center,255 might instead seek
compensation for the same physical injuries through the indirect route of
intangible harm recovery, where spillover of damages may occur.

This would amount to a major change in research policy through the
back door. Currently, federal research regulations do not require that
institutions, sponsors, or investigators provide any compensation to
subjects injured in research; common law claims also are unlikely to
succeed when the risks of physical injury were disclosed in advance.
Whether to develop more comprehensive research subject compensation,
such as no-fault administrative programs to help subjects with health-
related claims, has been the subject of recurring policy debate. Blue
ribbon national panels and other interested parties have, over many
years, advocated the establishment of a more systematic compensation
program for research subjects, funded either federally, through insurance
purchased by the research institutions and sponsors, or through other
financing mechanisms.256

Despite meritorious and ethically compelling reasons to develop such
a compensation program as a matter of ordinary research practice,257
lawmakers and regulators have until now resisted taking this step in the
face of repeated calls for action. In light of this history, common law
reforms that risk radically shifting the costs for subjects’ physical

256. See, e.g., COMPENSATING FOR RESEARCH INJURIES: THE ETHICAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
OF PROGRAMS TO REDRESS INJURED SUBJECTS, supra note 201; ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN
RADIATION EXPERIMENTS, FINAL REPORT (1995); ETHICAL AND POLICY ISSUES IN RESEARCH
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injuries should be viewed warily. The reasons for developing research subject compensation schemes, and the development of parameters for how they should be financed, crafted, and implemented without creating too costly an environment for institutions and sponsors to conduct clinical trials, need more political debate and scrutiny to gain public acceptance. Potential end-runs around ordinary legislative and regulatory channels, therefore, present considerable legitimacy problems.

V. REPRESENTATIVE SITUATIONS MERITING A NEW APPROACH TO INTANGIBLE HARM

The doctrinal consistency tensions, the floodgate problems, and end-run concerns suggest a need to proceed cautiously in reshaping research subjects’ available remedies for intangible hazards. Equally important, some intangible harm concerns might be better addressed through more consistent, vigorous enforcement by the oversight agencies of existing laws and regulations rather than through judicial recognition of new types of claims.

Nonetheless, because intangible harm concerns in research remain significant, at least some change seems warranted. A serious commitment to research subject protection means that intangible hazards cannot continue to be ignored by simply hoping for improved agency enforcement under the current environment. To balance the competing considerations, an incremental reform approach is the best option. Broader relief for intangible harm should optimally occur, in the first instance, when it addresses compelling hazards faced by subjects, when it benefits the research enterprise, when it does not pose a significant risk of overdeterrence of valuable experimentation, and when it does not raise significant doctrinal consistency problems. Additionally, to coordinate common law and regulatory approaches, intangible harm remedies are best expanded when a regulatory vacuum exists, in which the agencies currently seem ill-equipped to address the hazards involved. This Article concludes with a discussion of representative situations meeting these criteria.

A. Fundamental Informed Consent Problems Regarding Near-Complete Ignorance About the Research or Its Impact on Treatment

While the source and extent of research subjects’ dignitary rights
remains unclear, many commentators agree that, when informed consent is flagrantly lacking, experimentation raises particularly strong dignitary concerns deserving greater legal recognition. In these situations of complete or near-complete lack of proper consent, intangible harm remedies based on dignitary interests become urgently necessary and are also capable of limited application. \textit{Diaz v. Hillsborough County Hospital Authority}, as discussed previously, represents such a scenario. In that case, the court appropriately adopted a more flexible approach to recognizing dignitary harm, as many women in the class of plaintiffs, even those not physically harmed, apparently failed to understand that they were part of a research study.

Research where the subjects lack even basic understanding that they are to be used as subjects, or do not appreciate at all how standard experimental objectives and procedures of the study protocol may compromise the delivery of individually tailored treatment, represents an especially problematic affront to the dignity of the participants. When research consent becomes so clouded and suspect at its most fundamental level, the subject’s tacit agreement can no longer justify changing the ordinary physician-patient relationship into an investigator-subject relationship thereby subsuming the interests of the patient to the study aims of the research. Experimental interventions ordinarily cannot be independently justified as meeting the standard of care, nor are they offered to benefit a specific subject. Thus, when the basic research consent breaks down at the highest levels, so that subjects fail to appreciate key research aspects of the activity, there is little support for enrolling them in a study. This is a qualitatively different type of problem than failure to disclose some risk or other routine informed consent violations. Experimentation activity in the face of near-complete misunderstanding by subjects of what research participation means risks objectifying subjects as mere specimens or pieces of data.

---
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Further, it sends the problematic message that potential exploitation and abuse of trust in relationships with subjects becomes seemingly acceptable so long as the individuals are not clearly made any physically worse off from the encounter.

Doctrinally, a cause of action for intangible harm in such situations could be justified as an incremental extension of informed consent law. Some form of nominal or presumed damages remedy is needed in such situations to address larger process concerns regarding the integrity of consent in research. Also, battery-like theories might support the award of intangible harm damages for near-complete lack of consent because of injury to intrinsic interests through offensive contacts. Alternatively, an intangible harm remedy arguably could flow from the special relationship obligations owed by investigators to subjects, analogous to the restitution remedy for fiduciary duty breaches. If consistently limited to instances of consent breakdown at the highest levels, such causes of action for intangible harm should not present end-run and flood concerns. As a practical matter, given the heightened regulatory attention already devoted to research consent, cases with fundamental informed consent breakdowns of this type should not occur frequently. Certainly, these lapses should not occur as often as more garden-variety informed consent problems, such as failure to disclose certain risks. Further, cases like *Diaz v. Hillsborough County Hospital Authority* indicate that the current regulatory environment fails to address adequately these informed consent breakdowns on a prospective review level, thus justifying an expanded retrospective remedy approach when such violations do occur.

263. For example, the Louisiana Supreme Court extended the informed consent doctrine in a similar manner by awarding damages for pure intangible harm in *Lugenbuhl v. Dowling*, 701 So. 2d 447 (La. 1997). The court found that the physician’s use of surgical procedures that the patient had objected to, even if not leading to a poor therapeutic outcome, had caused intangible hazards meriting relief. The court essentially applied battery-like damages to an informed consent action.

Here, the doctor’s failure to inform the patient adequately did not cause the patient to undergo a risk that materialized and caused physical damages. Rather, the doctor’s breach of duty caused plaintiff to undergo a medical procedure to which the patient expressly objected and for which the doctor failed to provide adequate information in response to the patient’s request, thereby causing damages to plaintiff’s dignity, privacy and emotional well-being. The doctor, rather than explaining the advantages and disadvantages of the patient’s express request, patronized his patient and mentally reserved the right to decide to disregard the patient’s expressed wishes.

Id. at 455.
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B. Other Possible Areas for Cognizable Intangible Harm: Subject Abandonment

Subjects face significant intangible harm from conduct that occurs beyond the informed consent/enrollment stage. Specifically, subjects need relief from abandonment hazards. In operating and managing a study protocol, investigators, institutions, and sponsors can readily disregard, frustrate, and potentially exploit already enrolled subjects’ legitimate interests, reasonable expectations, and personal investments in clinical trials. These abandonment harms can occur wholly independent of protection from physical injury and raise serious concerns for the affected subjects and for the research enterprise generally.

1. Termination of a Study

Abrupt termination of a study, including failure to account for how to transition subjects to other treatment options when the study ends, can significantly wrong a subject even in the absence of physical harm and even if properly informed consent procedures were followed during enrollment. When a clinical trial reaches conclusion, a subject will likely lose access to important monitoring procedures associated with the study, as well as access to the experimental technology, either because it is unavailable outside study protocols or because the subject will not be able to afford the technology once it is released on the commercial market. As demonstrated in recent research litigation such as Pollack v. Rosalind Franklin University265 and Suthers v. Amgen,266 subjects desperately want post-trial access to innovative therapies. How and when to conclude a clinical trial represents a particularly difficult conflict between the research aims of the protocol, the business interests of the trial sponsor, and the individual preferences of subjects. At such critical junctures, sponsors’ business objectives and investigators’ research goals can easily overwhelm all other considerations, crowding out a sufficient accounting for subjects’ access preferences and for subjects’ legitimate desire to see clinical trials, in which they have made considerable personal investment, carried out to a reasonable conclusion.

It remains critically important that investigators, institutions, and trial sponsors be afforded some deference in the review of their decisions to terminate a study. It would be counterproductive and set flawed

265. Pollack Complaint, supra note 165. See also supra Part III.B.1.
incentives to allow subjects to compel the continuation of clinical trials that investigators have legitimately lost confidence in, or that, based on preliminary trial results, the investigators reasonably deem to be unsafe. After all, subjects’ access demands may be based on uncritical confidence in research as representing the best care, may reflect an unrealistic estimation of the risks and benefits involved, and may reflect their lack of better options. Responding to the desperation of individual subjects does not serve the long-term welfare of research subjects if flawed or dangerous experimentation is allowed to continue ad infinitum. Similarly, while investigators and sponsors may have some obligation to let subjects down easy at the conclusion of a study—perhaps counseling subjects about other treatment opportunities and making transition arrangements if reasonably feasible—this does not mean an obligation exists to provide subjects continued access to health care at levels more generous than the subjects enjoyed before enrolling in the research. Therefore, the ruling in Suthers v. Amgen seems appropriate, denying subjects’ attempts to compel drugmaker Amgen to continue giving them an experimental drug for Parkinson’s Disease. The trial sponsor presented evidence that a reasonable number in the research community believed the drug was not proven effective. Also, the subjects had not received an unconditional promise of uninterrupted access to the study drug.

Yet in other study termination disputes, subjects’ legitimate access interests and preferences apart from physical health receive such short shrift that the clinical trial interruption presents troubling intangible harm concerns. For example, purely commercial aims of the sponsor can dominate the decision to end a study prematurely. In a recent randomized trial of the experimental drug verapamil, a medication used for treatment of hypertension, the pharmaceutical company sponsoring the study ended the trial primarily for business reasons as opposed to safety concerns two years earlier than intended after less than one-third of the originally estimated required number of subjects had been enrolled.

Such early trial discontinuation is not an isolated incident. Sponsors and institutions have stopped a number of other trials for primarily financial reasons, not necessarily related to poor results of the study, but because of lack of funding and resource commitment to continue the

268. See Suthers, 372 F. Supp. 2d 416. See also notes supra 126–27 and accompanying text.
269. Id.
Meanwhile, other clinical trials have denied research participants access to study vaccines proven beneficial because poor planning and design by the investigators and sponsor meant that the study simply ran out of enough vaccine to distribute when the clinical trial ended. In these situations, one must question whether subjects adequately understood that after making the personal investment and commitment to a trial for months and even years, the study could be discontinued primarily because of the sponsor’s changed financial outlook, even if the experimental technology was not yet proven ineffective, or that access to investigational technology actually proven beneficial could end so readily.

Such conduct generates considerable intangible harm by playing with subjects’ easily manipulated desires regarding access to experimental technology and by frustrating their inaccurate assumptions regarding when and how a clinical trial may be stopped. Understandably, subjects expect that, unless safety concerns arise, investigators and sponsors will continue a trial until data is gathered to answer the experimental question at the heart of the investigation. While subjects should not rationally anticipate that sponsors and investigators will throw money away on testing ineffective technologies, subjects should expect that sponsors behind a study will devote appropriate resources to see the trial conducted to a legitimate stopping point; otherwise, the subject should not have been approached in the first place. Enrolling subjects in a study lacking sufficient resources and commitment to reach a reasonable end point, or with insufficient post-study transition plans for subjects, risks undermining the respect for persons principle. Such actions treat subjects as mere experimental pawns, inconvenient things that can be thrown away when no longer suiting newly revised research and business goals. It seems patently cruel to seek out subjects, ask for their enrollment, and allow them to invest significant personal resources in a trial, without sufficiently accounting for the likely disruption impact certain subjects will endure if the study is terminated before their course of treatment has concluded. Moreover, an early termination may hinder


272. In a recent clinical trial of an experimental vaccine to treat shingles, more than eighteen thousand participants received a placebo instead of the study vaccine. The trial proved that other subjects who received the study vaccine were far less likely to develop shingles or to experience long-lasting pain from the condition. The subjects treated with the placebo allegedly had been promised that, if the study proved the vaccine effective, they would get it at the end of the trial. However, Merck, the drug company sponsor, did not have enough vaccine available and was unable to provide vaccine to many of the placebo subjects. When the subjects will get the vaccine remains unclear, pending Merck’s receiving full FDA approval for the technology, which is not expected until at least early 2006. See Todd Ackerman, Promising Drug Test, Unfulfilled Promise, HOUS. CHRON., June 15, 2005, at A1.
the ability of the trial to generate sufficient data to contribute to the state of medical knowledge, thus undermining one of the basic reasons all subjects could rely upon in enrolling in the study in the first place.\textsuperscript{273}

Of course, the complex consent forms used in clinical trials today may often warn subjects that studies may be discontinued for a variety of reasons. However, an action seeking recovery for the intangible hazards endured by early study termination could be doctrinally based on ordinary negligence rather than informed consent. Blanket statements in consent forms that the trial “may be discontinued at any time” should not override claims that sponsors, investigators, and institutions have a duty to design and operate a protocol in a non-negligent manner. Inviting subjects into a study without reserving necessary funds and making adequate financial plans to see the study to a reasonable conclusion as well as a failure to engage in adequate transition planning for subjects’ post-study access demands falls below a reasonable research standard of care. Just because a consent form may apprise a subject of the possibility of early termination, this conduct still should be undertaken in a reasonable, non-arbitrary manner that is respectful of subjects’ highly foreseeable access preferences and desires for studies to reach a reasonable conclusion.

Alternatively, intangible harm relief might be offered in such situations in recognition of the obligations arising in the special relationship between investigators and subjects.\textsuperscript{274} Allowing a study to terminate without properly planning for continued access claims by subjects, after a special relationship with the subjects has formed, could be considered an act of abandonment by investigators. To strengthen the relationship bonds between investigators and subjects, a more flexible approach to remedy, analogous to and consistent with restitution remedies for fiduciary breaches, would prove useful. If investigators have heightened, fiduciary-like obligations in dealing with subjects, then the burden should be placed on the investigator to justify premature trial terminations or otherwise risk paying intangible harm damages.\textsuperscript{275}

Providing a remedy for problematic study termination, either based on special relationship theories or ordinary negligence, would help deter


\textsuperscript{274} Whether the same special fiduciary-like obligations exist for trial sponsors, as opposed to investigators, remains an open question. See Suthers v. Amgen, 372 F. Supp. 2d 416 (S.D.N.Y. 2005); see also supra notes 126–27 and accompanying text. Often the trial sponsors, not the investigators, determine when a study will be discontinued.

\textsuperscript{275} Cf. Crossley, supra note 100, at 256–57 (arguing that damages for dignitary harm should be available in a fiduciary duty breach claim against a physician when personal bias influences the physician’s treatment choice).
opportunistic conduct in dealings with subjects. This supports the
research enterprise overall. Otherwise, problematic study termination
disputes will engender additional concerns of distrust and abandonment,
potentially undermining future subject enrollment and public support for
clinical trials generally.

Moreover, new remedy approaches seem needed to supplement the
currently inadequate regulatory provisions dealing with study
terminations. The federal regulations largely fail to address the many
possible adverse implications of inappropriately terminating a study.

276 The federal rules also have little to say regarding a sponsor’s minimal
resource commitment to see a study to a reasonable conclusion. When
prospectively reviewing protocols, IRBs may ask about post-study
transition plans for subjects, but this review is neither consistent nor
clearly required by the current regulations. More importantly, once a
study is underway, IRBs acting on behalf of aggrieved subjects have
little authority to compel sponsors and investigators to continue a study
to a reasonable stopping point, other than the indirect threat of not
approving their future protocols, which may not be a sufficient
deterrence when many trials can be moved to other institutions.

2. Failure to Disseminate Trial Results

Other conduct that approaches abandonment of subjects and
significantly wrongs them even in the absence of physical injury occurs
when data gathered from a study is obscured. Investigators and sponsors
are understandably wary of widely publicizing negative trial results, as
this may jeopardize commercialization opportunities, continued funding
sources, and ongoing research subject recruitment. Unfortunately,
withholding trial data has the potential to result in an inaccurate flow of
information to the larger medical community. A sizable number of
clinical trials involving human subjects never result in published articles.
Further, the smaller number of published studies reflects a bias in favor
of positive results; investigations with negative results tend to be
published less frequently and with less speed.

277 The desire of researchers and sponsors to spin trial results in the best
positive light or to avoid disseminating disappointing trial results that
legitimately may be premature is both understandable and not easily
regulated or deterred. However, at times this conduct goes even further,

276 See Goldner, supra note 86, at 131–32.
277 See Kay Dickersin & Drummond Rennie, Registering Clinical Trials, 290 JAMA 516, 517
(2003); An-Wen Chan et al., Empirical Evidence for Selective Reporting of Outcomes in Randomized
involving more aggressive attempts to withhold negative trial data from the larger medical community. Recent controversies surrounding a clinical trial conducted at the University of Toronto and the Hospital for Sick Children exemplify this disturbing trend. The study tested an experimental iron chelation drug on transfusion-dependent thalassemia patients. When investigators identified unexpected risks associated with the drug, the trial sponsor and drug manufacturer, Apotex, Inc., terminated the clinical trial before full subject enrollment had accrued. Apotex then sought to prevent the lead researcher from disclosing the risks to patients or publishing the findings, relying upon a confidentiality clause in its research agreement with the investigator.  

The public outcry over Apotex’s maneuvers led the University of Toronto and its affiliated teaching hospitals to implement a new policy prohibiting contract clauses that could be used to restrict disclosure of such risks to research subjects. However, not all trial data obfuscation is as visible and receives the same degree of public scrutiny. Delays in publication or failure to write up negative research results can be more subtle, indirect ways of withholding negative trial results from the public. These actions become much harder to regulate. Subjects may not even realize that study data from the trial they participated in has not been disseminated through standard research channels, such as peer-reviewed medical journals and conference presentations, and they are unlikely to ask about data dissemination plans during the enrollment process.

A reasonable expectation of subjects, deserving vindication, is that the experiment they participate in will contribute to improving the state of medical knowledge. Imposing an obligation to disseminate trial results in good faith would not represent a significant change in legal doctrine. This duty likely arises from the special relationship between investigators and subjects. A common feature of the relationship is the subject’s participation as a partner, or “co-adventurer,” with the investigator in what was assumed to be a common goal of advancing scientific knowledge. In other words, a minimum, although hardly

---
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sufficient, condition for establishing the researcher-subject relationship is that the subject is asked to volunteer for a study that will actually matter. The trial itself should have a reasonable likelihood of generating and disseminating generalizable data to help advance confidence levels for clinicians in choosing between therapies. Further, the success of many clinical trials critically depends upon subject effort and adherence to protocol procedures, however unpleasant for the subject, regardless of the skills of the investigator and sponsor. Thus, it seems only fair that subjects should enjoy a reward for their efforts—by honoring their expectations of contributing to medical knowledge.

When trial data obfuscation breaches such implied understandings of the investigator-subject relationship, intangible harm arises. A remedy for such breach would be analogous to the restitution remedy under fiduciary law. It may also force physician-investigators to address on a more regular basis the ongoing conflict they have between loyalties to the study and doing what is best for individual patients, particularly when they are forced to disseminate poor trial results.

Further, making failure to disseminate trial results an actionable claim could be justified as an incremental, yet warranted, expansion of an ordinary negligence claim. Conducting a study in which subjects are asked to make considerable personal investments, without ensuring the dissemination of trial data in good faith, arguably falls below a reasonable research standard of care because it flagrantly disrupts settled custom and ordinary expectations that clinical trials contribute to medical progress.

Ensuring a cause of action when trial data obfuscation occurs also helps advance respect for subjects as persons. Withholding of trial data treats subjects no better than discarded specimens of a botched experiment. Valuing the subject’s legitimate interest and expectation of trial result dissemination acknowledges that the subject’s decision to participate in research was likely motivated in part by the desire to contribute to medical knowledge.

they engage in advance dialogue that acknowledges the uncertainty of medical opinion so that both can understand why an experiment is underway).


283. See Ann Partridge & Eric Winer, Informing Clinical Trial Participants About Study Results, 288 JAMA 363, 365 (2002).

284. Indeed, one of the basic ethical requirements of the Nuremberg Code is that “[t]he experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society . . . .” Nuremberg Code, supra note 30, ¶ 2. See also Rebecca Dresser, A New Era in Drug Regulation?, HASTINGS CTR. REP., May-June 2005, at 10.
inclination to paint subjects in too generous a light. Empirical investigations of subject preferences show that they do not volunteer for trials for purely selfless, altruistic reasons of helping others.\textsuperscript{285} Indeed, access concerns dominate many subjects’ enrollment decisions.\textsuperscript{286} Nonetheless, empirical studies suggest that a good number of subjects believe that participating in a clinical trial will help advance medical progress, and this understanding partly motivates subjects to volunteer for research.\textsuperscript{287} Delay or concealment of study results disturbs these reasonable expectations and undermines the subject’s perceived value of participation, thereby making the experiment itself less socially useful overall. Also, such conduct becomes trust-corroding, as it can cause subjects to lose faith in the research process and jeopardize future subject enrollment and continued public support for human subject trials. Ensuring that both negative and positive results are shared more openly may also help counter therapeutic misconception problems and the common over-estimation about research’s direct benefits.\textsuperscript{288} Moreover, failure to disseminate trial data results runs the risk of wasteful, duplicative experimentation, as new studies are attempted for previously performed, undisclosed research.\textsuperscript{289}

Finally, a more flexible approach to intangible hazards remedies would supplement the woefully inadequate regulatory and statutory provisions addressing trial results dissemination. Currently, a wide gap exists, as the federal regulations do not clearly require research results to be widely publicized. The regulations do provide that “significant findings” developed during the course of the experiment that would affect an individual’s willingness to continue should be shared with subjects.\textsuperscript{290} But this requirement is limited to whether the data would affect the decision to continue as a subject; it does not necessarily extend to informing the subjects about the general research results at the trial’s conclusion or even reporting back to subjects that the clinical trial data was inconclusive or negative if this data does not directly affect the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{285} See Jeremy Sugarman et al., What Patients Say About Medical Research, IRB: ETHICS & HUM. RES., July-Aug. 1998, at 1, 4.
\item \textsuperscript{286} See supra Part I.E.3.
\item \textsuperscript{287} Empirical investigations indicate that few subjects volunteer for purely altruistic reasons. The majority of subjects have a mix of altruistic and self-interested motivations for volunteering. They may believe the research offers the better treatment option, and they also simultaneously hope to help advance medical science or to help others. For a thorough analysis of research subject motivations, see Sugarman et al., supra note 285, at 4. See also supra note 96.
\item \textsuperscript{288} See Conrad Fernandez et al., Informing Study Participants of Research Results: An Ethical Imperative, IRB: ETHICS & HUM. RES., May-June 2003, at 12, 13; Dresser, supra note 284, at 11.
\item \textsuperscript{289} See Dickersin & Rennie, supra note 277, at 517.
\item \textsuperscript{290} 45 C.F.R. § 46.116(b)(5) (2005), 21 C.F.R. § 50.25(b)(5)
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subject’s remaining treatment options and individualized plan of care.\textsuperscript{291} Current medical custom does not support the sharing of trial results with subjects where their immediate treatment options are not affected. Indeed, very few IRB-approved consent forms even notify subjects about the right to receive summary results from the trial.\textsuperscript{292}

Previous statutory reform attempts have been of limited help. The FDA Modernization Act of 1997 requires registration of certain drug trials in a publicly available database that contains basic information about each study.\textsuperscript{293} Because posting information about the actual results of the studies requires the consent of the sponsors,\textsuperscript{294} and because the database provisions apply only to testing of drugs used for life-threatening and serious illnesses,\textsuperscript{295} therefore not including many clinical trials, enforcement of the statute has been weak and the law has had limited impact.\textsuperscript{296}

Recent developments indicate greater attention to the problem. For example, New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer reached a novel settlement with drug company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) in recent fraud litigation concerning GSK’s promotion of its anti-depression drug Paxil. The lawsuit accused GSK of suppressing negative results from studies of Paxil in children, including burying results that suggested an increased risk of suicidal thinking among pediatric patients. In the settlement, GSK agreed to establish a “Clinical Trials Registry” summarizing the results of all GSK-sponsored drug studies and to make the information available on the World Wide Web within specific time frames after study completion.\textsuperscript{297} Meanwhile, the American Medical Association has endorsed the concept of a comprehensive, publicly available clinical trial registry.\textsuperscript{298} Additional pending legislative and regulatory proposals, as well as developing policies for medical journals and attempts at self-regulation by pharmaceutical companies, also seek to broaden clinical trial registration requirements.\textsuperscript{299}

\textsuperscript{291} See Fernandez et al., supra note 288, at 12; Partridge & Winer, supra note 283.
\textsuperscript{292} See Conrad Fernandez et al., Disclosure of the Right of Research Participants to Receive Research Results, 97 CANCER 2904 (2003).
\textsuperscript{295} 42 U.S.C. § 282(j).
\textsuperscript{298} See Barry Meier, A.M.A. Adds Its Voice to Call For Disclosure On Drug Trials, N.Y. TIMES, June 16, 2004, at C1.
\textsuperscript{299} See, e.g., Fair Access To Clinical Trials Act, H.R. 5252, 108th Cong. (2d Sess. 2004); Barry
However, notwithstanding future developments in this area, trial sponsors and investigators currently do not register a large number of studies, and they face understandable pressures to withhold certain trial results from general dissemination. Subjects are rarely told about trial result data or plans to share the results with the larger research community, unless the information affects their direct future treatment options or willingness to continue participating in a study. Providing subjects some form of retrospective relief for the intangible harm caused by failure to disseminate trial results would thus prove particularly useful and not likely run afoul of current regulatory mechanisms. This approach may even spur on better regulatory responses for dealing with such intangible research hazards prospectively.

C. Conclusion

It is tempting and far too easy to call for new causes of action to correct every perceived wrong. However, some wrongs simply cannot be addressed through legal claims. The law has often had to live with an imperfect harmonization between harm and remedy, and intangible hazards have frequently been neglected in many settings, not just research. Moreover, some of the dilemmas and otherwise adverse experiences of research subjects may be intractable and an inherent part of medical experimentation, given the desperate states of therapeutic uncertainty and limited access to care many subjects face. Providing research subjects with broader relief for intangible hazards is therefore not simple to justify doctrinally. It also threatens to add unpredictable costs to research activities, perhaps resulting in over-deterrence, while possibly doing very little to improve the regular disappointments, frustrations, and affronts to dignity that inevitably follow from the poor starting position of becoming a research subject. Further, a broader approach to an intangible harm remedy will raise many difficult implementation problems not easily resolved, including whether to recognize such claims through common law actions or regulatory

Meier, Plan Would Require Full Disclosure of Drug Trials, INT’L HERALD TRIB., June 16, 2004, at 13 (describing consideration by a group of top medical journals of a new policy requiring sponsors to register clinical trials in a public database in order for the results to be considered for later publication in the journals); Catherine De Angelis et al., Is This Clinical Trial Fully Registered?, 143 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 146 (2005) (statement from the International Committee of Medical Journal editors on same policy); Site to List Select Drug Tests, WASH. POST, Sept. 8, 2004, at E2 (reporting that Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America to launch web site for drug companies to summarize results from selected trials).

channels, the materiality threshold for when intangible harm claims are cognizable, and who has standing to bring claims centered less on individual injury and more on harm to the research enterprise and to subjects generally. Similarly, how to calculate optimal damage amounts raises many challenges, such as whether to use nominal, presumed, or other imprecise damage awards. Perhaps some form of “memorial” damages should be explored, as this could provide a mechanism to honor the contributions of the affected research subjects, provide some level of deterrence, promote corrective justice, and allocate damages in a way that benefits participating subjects and the research enterprise as a whole.\textsuperscript{301}

Notwithstanding these issues and implementation challenges, it must be recognized that medical research presents significant intangible hazards. The risk of intangible harm is at least as great as the likelihood of subjects experiencing any physical dangers. Given the high priority of research subject protection as a matter of health law and medical ethics, the special obligations flowing from the investigator-subject relationship, and the importance of trust to the research system, intangible harm concerns should not continue to be overlooked and marginalized. Some legal experimentation with new remedy approaches seems needed to improve the general state of medical experimentation. Recognition of intangible harm claims, where doing so amounts to an incremental, limited extension of existing case law and regulatory approaches, would be a welcome initial step. Hopefully, such an approach will offer help and solicitude to subjects deserving support and respect, deter opportunistic conduct in dealings with subjects, and promote trust and confidence in medical experimentation generally to ensure a better functioning research enterprise. The time has come to recognize, value, and better address the very real harm, even if intangible, that arises in medical research.

\textsuperscript{301} Cf. McClurg, supra note 28, at 34–40 (arguing for a new type of “lost life” damages and advocating that the damages principally be used to establish memorials honoring the deceased tort victims rather than awarding such recovery to the decedent’s estate or to the survivors).